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The Criminal Lawyers’ Association: Who We Are
The Criminal Lawyers’ Association (CLA) represents more than 1300 members.
Our membership consists primarily of criminal defence lawyers in Ontario.
Among our considerable contributions to the justice system, a large portion of our
efforts relate to ensuring access to justice in the criminal law context and
protecting the civil liberties of Canadians. The majority of our members’ clients
are part of vulnerable groups in one way or another. Both our organization and
our members routinely assist individuals with mental health issues, marginalized
racial groups, the impoverished, and the uneducated.
The CLA has routinely made submissions with respect to policy decisions both
provincially and federally. The CLA has also intervened as an interested party in
significant litigation that concerns important criminal law matters and the
concerns of its members, both at the Ontario courts and the Supreme Court of
Canada.
The Concern About Motherisk
The CLA is extremely concerned about the validity of test results produced by the
Motherisk Drug Testing Laboratory (MDTL) between 2005-2010 for use in
criminal cases. This concern stems predominantly from the fact that MDTL was
not operating as a forensic lab between 2005-2010, nor did MDTL adhere to
appropriate international standards established for forensic hair testing analysis.
Notwithstanding this lack of accreditation or adherence to forensic standards, the
results of MDTL were used as evidence in criminal cases. The lack of adherence
!
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to forensic standards, which is essential to the accuracy and/or reliability of test
results, has potentially led to the wrongful conviction of at least one individual.
At the outset, it is important to state that there are very few examples the CLA
uncovered where MDTL testing was known to be used in criminal cases. The
Curriculum Vitae of Joey Gareri1, who holds the position of Laboratory Manager
at Motherisk since 2005, indicated that as of May 2009 he had testified as an
expert in criminal matters in the Ontario Court of Justice in the Central West,
Central East and Toronto Regions. The nature of the evidence he provided or the
number of times he testified in such proceedings remains unknown. It is also
unknown the number of times that Dr. Gideon Koren has testified at trial in
criminal matters on behalf of Motherisk.

Only one such criminal case was

brought to our attention which fell within the scope of this review.2
The Broomfield Case
In 2010, Tamara Broomfield was found to have administered cocaine to her son,
Malique, over a 14-month period. She was convicted of aggravated assault and
administering a noxious substance in relation to the cocaine allegations.
Ultimately, Ms. Broomfield’s convictions related to the cocaine counts were
vacated by the Court of Appeal.3 At the appeal, concerns were raised through the
admission of fresh evidence over the methodology used in the analysis of the
hair samples supporting the cocaine counts and validity of the test results given
in evidence at trial.
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1

Curriculum Vitae of Mr. Joey Gareri, May 2009
R. v. Broomfield, [2010] O.J. No. 3102 (S.C.J)
3
R. v. Broomfield, [2014] O.J. No. 4903 (C.A.)
2
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At trial, the judge relied heavily on the expert evidence provided by MDTL to
support the cocaine related convictions.4 After Ms. Broomfield was convicted, an
application to reopen her case and declare a mistrial was brought by her new
counsel prior to sentencing. One issue raised at that application hearing was
whether her original trial counsel failed to properly challenge Motherisk’s hair
testing analysis. From the evidence called on the reopening, it was clear that her
trial counsel did not understand the science underpinning the hair tests and that
he did not appreciate the limitations of the tests conducted by MDTL.
Mr. Joey Gareri was called as an expert witness by the Crown at Ms.
Broomfield’s preliminary inquiry to interpret the MDTL hair results. At no time
during his evidence in chief or in cross-examination did he explain that Motherisk
was not a forensic laboratory. He also did not identify MDTL did not adhere to
international forensic standards.

He did not explain the difference between

immunoassay testing and gas chromatography with mass spectrometry (GC-MS)
nor did he make clear that immunoassay testing was merely a presumptive test
for the presence of cocaine requiring further confirmation tests. In fact, Gareri
went further by misstating that “[MTDL] uses an immunoassay that’s verified by
GC-MS”. 5 No such verification by GC-MS was done in the Broomfield case,
which is required by established forensic standards.6
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R. v. Broomfield, [2014] O.J. No. 4903 (C.A) at 8
R. v. Broomfield, Preliminary Inquiry Evidence of J. Gareri at p. 163
6
R. v. Broomfield (C52434), Fresh Evidence, Evidence of Dr. Douglas Rollins, July 16th, 2014 at
pp. 89 – 143
5
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The Identified Issues With Motherisk
From the fresh evidence adduced on the Broomfield appeal, it is evident that
during the relevant period 2005 – 2010:
i.

MDTL was not ISO accredited lab for the purpose of forensic analysis;7

ii. MDTL should not have engaged in forensic investigations. Regardless of
whether a biomedical purpose existed, once it became a forensic
investigation, MDTL should have passed the case on to a laboratory
equipped to deal with forensic work;8
iii. Immunoassay testing in the context of a forensic lab is only a presumptive
test. Any initial findings must be confirmed with another, more specific
test for the target analyite such as mass spectrometry testing.9 It is
important to note that, of the 15 labs subjected to proficiency tests in
2005, Motherisk was the only lab that relied exclusively on
immunoassay tests without a confirmatory mass spectrometry test;10
and,
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
7

R. v. Broomfield (C52434), Fresh Evidence, Evidence of Dr. Douglas Rollins, July 16th, 2014 at
p. 93; R. v. Broomfield (C52434), Fresh Evidence, Witness Statement, Dr. Craig Nicholas
Chatterton, dated June 6, 2014, at p. 5
8
R. v. Broomfield (C52434), Fresh Evidence, Evidence of Dr. Douglas Rollins, July 16th, 2014 at
pp. 93 – 94
9
For example, GC-MS – see R. v. Broomfield (C52434), Fresh Evidence, Evidence of Dr.
Douglas Rollins, July 16th, 2014 at pp. 116 – 117; also see Society of Hair Testing Guidelines for
Drug Testing in Hair (online: http://www.soht.org/index.php/statements/9-nicht-kategorisiert/85statement-2011), at 6.2.1 - Recommendations for Screening Techniques
10
R. v. Broomfield (C52434), Fresh Evidence, Evidence of Dr. Douglas Rollins, July 16th, 2014 at
p. 127
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iv. When results are obtained solely by immunoassay testing, the report
should state that the results are “unconfirmed.”11

As a result of the information uncovered in the Broomfield case, the CLA believes
that an additional review of other criminal cases may be warranted for the period
of 2005 – 2010. This expanded review should also include cases outside of the
review time period where MDTL results were used. To determine which criminal
cases should be reviewed, the following questions may assist:
i.

In which criminal cases did MDTL provide testing and/or opinions during
this period?

ii. At the very least, which criminal cases did Mr. Joey Gareri or Dr. Gideon
Koren testify in during this period?
iii. Where MDTL did provide testing and/or opinions, in which of those cases
did MDTL rely exclusively on immunoassay testing?
iv. Where MDTL did rely exclusively on immunoassay testing, did the reports
indicate that the results were “unconfirmed?”

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

11

This was not done in the Broomfield case see R. v. Broomfield (C52434), Fresh Evidence,
Evidence of Dr. Douglas Rollins, July 16th, 2014 at page p. 138 – see also the Society for
Forensic Toxicology Forensic Toxicology Guidelines (2006, online: http://www.softtox.org/files/Guidelines_ 2006_Final.pdf) at 8.1.3, which state, “if the results of preliminary,
unconfirmed screening tests are included on the final report, the report must clearly state that the
results are unconfirmed.”
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Conclusion
Public inquiries relating to Canadian wrongful convictions held over the last two
decades have highlighted the fallibility of the criminal justice system. Many of the
inquiries uncovered a common shortcoming: a failure to keep faulty forensic
evidence out of the system.12 As Justice Kaufmann noted in his conclusions on
the wrongful conviction of Guy Paul Morin, “an innocent person was convicted of
a heinous crime he did not commit. Science helped convict him”.13 It is clear that
faulty forensics seeped into Ms. Broomfield’s case. What is not clear, however, is
whether other individuals were wrongfully convicted on the basis of similar,
unreliable evidence. The frailty of Motherisk’s forensic abilities between 2005 and
2010 cries out for a meaningful review of all criminal cases MDTL handled.

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
12

See Morin Inquiry (hair and fibre evidence); Driskell Inquiry (hair microscopy evidence); and
Goudge Inquiry (forensic pathology)
13
Hon. F. Kaufman C.M, Q.C., The Commission on Proceedings Involving Guy Paul Morin,
(Toronto: Queen's Printer, 1998) at 1272.!
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Appendices
1. Curriculum Vitae of Mr. Joey Gareri, May 2009
2. R. v. Broomfield, [2010] O.J. No. 3102 (S.C.J.)
3. R. v. Broomfield, [2010] O.J. No. 3506
4. R. v. T.B. [2010] O.J. No. 1253
5. R. v. Broomfield [2014] O.J. No. 4903 (C.A.)
6. R. v. Broomfield, Preliminary Inquiry Evidence of J. Gareri
7. Witness Statement, Dr. Craig Nicholas Chatterton
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Case Name:

R. v. Broomfield
Between
Her Majesty the Queen, and
Tamara Broomfield
[2010] O.J. No. 3102
2010 ONSC 3808
Court File No. PR832/07
Ontario Superior Court of Justice
T.M. Dunnet J.
July 8, 2010.
(45 paras.)
Criminal law -- Sentencing -- Criminal Code offences -- Offences against person and reputation -Duties tending to preservation of life -- Failure to provide necessaries of life -- Bodily harm and
acts and omissions causing danger to the person -- Administering a noxious thing -- Assaults -- Assault causing bodily harm -- Aggravated assault -- Sentencing considerations -- Deterrence -- Denunciation -- Seriousness of offence -- Effect on victim -- Sentencing of accused following convictions for aggravated assault, by giving her infant son potentially lethal dose of cocaine; administering cocaine to him over 14-month period; assault causing bodily harm, resulting in multiple rib
fractures; and failing to provide necessaries of life, by failing to seek medical assistance for his
fractured arm -- Accused sentenced to seven years' imprisonment -- Accused indifferent to her
child's suffering and her duty as parent -- She persisted in pattern of gross parental abuse over prolonged period against vulnerable and defenceless child -- Her conduct shocked conscience of community and required significant penitentiary sentence.
Sentencing of Broomfield following her convictions for aggravated assault endangering life, by giving her infant son a potentially lethal dose of cocaine; administering cocaine to him over a 14month period; assault causing bodily harm, resulting in multiple rib fractures; and failing to provide
necessaries of life, by failing to seek medical assistance for his fractured arm. As the result of
Broomfield's actions, her son, Malique, sustained permanent and irreversible brain damage causing
him to be dependent upon others for the rest of his life. In the weeks preceding the almost fatal
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overdose of cocaine, the Children's Aid Society ("CAS") questioned Broomfield about skin markings on Malique's body. On one occasion, when day care staff noticed swelling to his arm, a CAS
worker took Malique to the hospital. X-rays showed an old fracture as well as evidence of a new
fracture in the same area. It was a physician's opinion that Broomfield's failure to get medical attention for Malique's arm led to the fracture healing abnormally, causing it to fracture again. Two days
before the cocaine overdose, day care and CAS staff had questioned Broomfield about fresh markings on Malique's body. She acknowledged that she had caused them. On the day of the overdose,
Broomfield was moving out of her apartment. Video surveillance of the lobby of her building
showed her going in and out of the apartment. There was nothing in the video to suggest that
Malique was not behaving like a normal, healthy, two-year-old toddler. Four hours later, Broomfield appeared at the hospital with her unconscious child. She told medical personnel that after she
had fed him a banana, he pointed to his eye and had a seizure. She said nothing about cocaine. She
telephoned Malique's father from the hospital to say that their son had swallowed cocaine during the
day. Eight hours later when she was informed of the positive test results, Broomfield denied any
knowledge of cocaine. As the result of a significant disruption of brain function, it was decided to
perform a craniotomy and remove part of the child's skull in order to decompress the brain. An expert in pediatric intensive care testified at trial that if it had been known at the outset about a history
of cocaine ingestion, the information would have been valuable for the attending doctors to determine whether to conduct a gastric washout to eliminate the toxin, minimize absorption and treat the
aftereffects. Broomfield was a 28-year-old first time offender. She had a high school education and
some post-secondary education. She was self-employed in a communications networking business
and worked as a telemarketer.
HELD: Broomfield was sentenced to seven years' imprisonment for aggravated assault endangering
life, and two years' concurrent for the charges of administering a noxious substance, assault causing
bodily harm and failing to provide the necessaries of life. Broomfield was indifferent to her child's
suffering and to her duty as a parent. She persisted in a pattern of gross parental abuse over a prolonged period of time against a vulnerable and defenceless child. When confronted with his injuries,
she minimized them. Ultimately, when he was clinging to life, she acted in her own self-interest and
elected to disclose nothing to the medical authorities. Since that time, she demonstrated callous indifference to the harm she had caused. The protracted nature of this activity without any apparent
insight into her behavior, together with the young age of the victim, made her conduct acutely deplorable. She exhibited no remorse for her conduct. Primary consideration was given to the sentencing objectives of denunciation and deterrence. Broomfield's long-term and repetitive child abuse
shocked the conscience of the community and cried out for a significant penitentiary sentence. Sentence: Seven years' imprisonment for aggravated assault; two years' concurrent for assault causing
bodily harm, administering noxious substance and failing to provide necessaries of life; DNA order;
Lifetime weapons prohibition.
Statutes, Regulations and Rules Cited:
Criminal Code, R.S.C. 1985, c. C-46, s. 109, s. 487.051, s. 718.01
Counsel:
Andrew Pilla, for Her Majesty the Queen.
Daniel Brown, for the Accused.
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REASONS FOR SENTENCE
1

T.M. DUNNET J.:-- Tamara Broomfield has been found guilty of:
*
*
*
*

aggravated assault engendering life, by giving her infant son a potentially
lethal dose of cocaine;
administering cocaine to him over a fourteen month period;
assault causing bodily harm, resulting in multiple rib fractures; and
failing to provide necessaries of life, by failing to seek medical assistance
for his fractured arm.

2 As the result of his mother's actions, her son, Malique, has sustained permanent and irreversible
brain damage causing him to be dependent upon others for the rest of his life.
3 The circumstances under which these offences were committed are largely unknown because,
at the time of these events, Ms. Broomfield was the sole caregiver for her child. Her frustration with
this role is evident from an incident recalled by Malique's grandmother when he was eight months
old: Ms. Broomfield locked herself in a room and screamed that she did not want the child and had
had enough of this life.
4 In the weeks preceding the almost fatal overdose of cocaine, the Children's Aid Society
("CAS") had become actively involved in the lives of Ms. Broomfield and Malique. CAS had questioned her about skin markings on his body. On one occasion, when day care staff noticed swelling
to his arm, a CAS worker took Malique to the hospital. X-rays showed an old fracture as well as
evidence of a new fracture in the same area. It was Dr. Luigi Castagna's opinion that Ms. Broomfield's failure to get medical attention for Malique's arm led to the fracture healing abnormally,
causing it to fracture again.
5 Two days before the cocaine overdose, day care and CAS staff had questioned Ms. Broomfield
about fresh markings on Malique's body. She acknowledged that she had caused them. At the time,
CAS was in the process of seeking temporary custody of the child and Malique's father had initiated
court proceedings for joint custody.
6 On the day of the overdose, Ms. Broomfield was moving out of her apartment. Video surveillance of the lobby of her building shows her going in and out of the apartment. There is nothing in
the video to suggest that Malique was not behaving like a normal, healthy, two year old toddler.
7 Four hours later, Ms. Broomfield appeared at the hospital with her unconscious child. She told
medical personnel that after she had fed him a banana, he pointed to his eye and had a seizure. She
said nothing about cocaine.
8 She telephoned Malique's father from the hospital to say that their son had swallowed cocaine
during the day. Eight hours later when she was informed of the positive test results, Ms. Broomfield
denied any knowledge of cocaine.
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9 As the result of a significant disruption of brain function, it was decided to perform a craniotomy and remove part of the skull in order to decompress the brain. There was concern that the child
would not survive.
10 Dr. Peter Cox testified at trial as an expert in pediatric intensive care. He stated that after
Malique arrived at the hospital, his spinal fluid, gastric aspirate, urine and blood all tested positive
for cocaine. Dr. Cox had never seen these levels of cocaine metabolites in a child.
11 Ultimately, it was determined that the protracted seizures on initial presentation and the ongoing clinical picture of myocardial ischemia and abnormal liver and kidney function were consistent
with toxic cocaine ingestion. Dr. Cox testified that if it was known at the outset about a history of
cocaine ingestion, the information would have been valuable for the attending doctors to determine
whether to conduct a gastric washout to eliminate the toxin, minimize absorption and treat the aftereffects.
12 Dr. Marcellina Mian testified at trial as an expert in assessing trauma and injuries and determining their potential causes. From her examination of Malique at the hospital, she concluded that
his eleven rib fractures at various stages of healing were non-accidental injuries caused by repeated
trauma. It was her opinion that they could have been sustained by a blow, squeezing, and/or shaking
of the child.
13 Dr. Mian also examined numerous skin and burn markings on Malique's body. It was her
opinion that, although they were non-specific as to cause, the fractured ribs, re-fractured arm and
cocaine overdose increased her level of concern that there was a non-accidental origin to the markings and she questioned whether the puncture wounds to the child's feet were the portal of entry for
the cocaine.
14 A few days after Malique was admitted to hospital, Ms. Broomfield telephoned his day care
supervisor and said: "I don't know what happened. I don't do that shit. He had a cocaine overdose
and probably won't be back for a week or so."
15 During her video statement to the police, Ms. Broomfield said that when the doctor told her
that Malique had overdosed on crack cocaine,
Immediately I said, 'Doctor, give me a blood test. I don't do those things. And
we're gonna find out where my son got this from.' That's exactly what I told him.
On the spot.
16 She also told the police that when she telephoned Malique's father, they had the following
conversation:
'Who's around my kid? What, you kill my kid?' I'm 'Calm down' 'cause (sic) I
never knew the danger of that drug. ... I thought - I really never knew the danger
of that drug. ... 'Cause I've never taken it. ... So in my - it to me at the time I
thought Malique would have been okay.
17 There is no insight as to why Ms. Broomfield deliberately and repeatedly administered cocaine to her child. On the basis of the evidence adduced at trial, I concluded that the night she administered the almost fatal dose of cocaine to Malique and he began having seizures, she delayed
taking him to the hospital for fear of being found out, until she realized that he was dying in front of
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her eyes. On arrival at the hospital, she did not disclose what she knew, in order to avoid problems
for herself. She was indifferent to her child's suffering and to her duty as a parent.
18 Dr. Peter Rumney is the Senior Physician Director of the Brain Rehabilitation Program at
Bloorview Kids Rehab in Toronto and an international expert in childhood brain injury. He has
been involved in assessing Malique since his discharge from hospital.
19 Dr. Rumney testified on the sentence hearing that Malique will be subject to a lifetime of seizure and other medications. In order to manage his impulse control problems, the doctors have had
to "initiate treatment at a time earlier than we're usually comfortable with" for a young child.
20 Dr. Rumney testified that the younger the child with an acquired brain injury, the worse the
child fares cognitively and behaviourally. It was his opinion that Malique has a significant learning
disability for which he will need specialized education. He will likely be unemployable and dependent life-long upon others. I accept Dr. Rumney's opinion in its entirety.
21 Malique's father, Steve Fitz-Charles, has been awarded sole custody of his son. In his Victim
Impact Statement, Mr. Fitz-Charles spoke poignantly of the harm done and the loss suffered as the
result of the commission of these offences and of the daily struggles that he faces in coping with
raising a severely disabled child while he is attending university.
22 Malique's grandmother, Yuillie Fitz-Charles, is assisting her son in caring for Malique while
working full-time as a supervisor for an integrated centre which provides care for children, including those with special needs. She also works part-time as a support worker caring for children with
diverse disabilities.
23 Ms. Fitz-Charles spoke about the profound and devastating cognitive and behavioural effects
of the harm done to Malique, who is now seven years old. He requires constant one-on-one supervision and assistance. He is hyper-active, non-compliant and impulsive. He struggles with fine motor
control, hand manipulation tasks and body coordination. He has difficulty processing, interpreting
and reacting to sensory information. This affects his ability to make sense of the world around him.
His cognitive level is well below his age. He cannot read.
24 She stated that Malique is becoming more adamant and hard to manage and it is becoming increasingly difficult to encourage him to take his medication. Her observations confirm the opinions
of Dr. Rumney.
25 Ms. Broomfield is a twenty-eight year old first time offender. She was raised by her grandmother in Jamaica and came to Canada at the age of twelve to live with her father. She told her Probation and Parole Officer, Paulette Joseph, "I was not raised in an abusive environment at all."
26 Ms. Broomfield has a high school education and some post-secondary education. She was
self-employed in a communications networking business and worked as a telemarketer.
27 When she sought access to Malique in 2006, CAS referred her for psychological assessment.
In her report of June 14, 2006, Nitza Perlman stated that when she asked Ms. Broomfield about the
high dose of cocaine ingested by Malique, she had no explanation.
28 The psychologist reported that from her assessment, Ms. Broomfield was functioning well
within the normal range of cognitive abilities and there was no evidence of depression. Her performance on the verbal reasoning test associated with the capacity to exercise good judgment fell in
the low average range. Her performance on the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory-2
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showed that she had a tendency for poor impulse control, grandiosity and hyperactivity. The responses suggested that under stress, she may become confused, rigid and inclined to displace blame
and misread social situations.
29 At present, Ms. Broomfield is working part-time as a customer service representative in a
mortgage brokerage firm and attending university one day a week, in anticipation of obtaining a
marketing certificate. She participates in a support group at a rape crisis centre and volunteers by
helping a friend with daily chores.
30 In the Presentence Report, Ms. Joseph states that family members describe Ms. Broomfield as
"very strong, loving, trustworthy, kind and God-fearing." Community counselors describe her as
"resourceful, articulate, respectful and open." CAS worker Lutchmie McCarthy describes Ms.
Broomfield as "abusive" to her at times and "in total denial," maintaining that she had nothing to do
with the child's injury and continuing to blame others.
31

Ms. Joseph describes Ms. Broomfield as "calm, in control and unremorseful." She states:
As well, the subject stated coldly, 'I want to express, as a mother, I am naturally
remorseful for any pain or suffering a child or children suffered with or has ever
endured.' The subject seemed to be referring to children as a whole and in general, but not specifically to her child ...
Furthermore, the subject did not take responsibility for her behavior, and maintained her 'innocence.' She stressed, 'I do not want to talk about it as I did not
administer any substance.' She added, 'I did not commit the offence.'

32

In an addendum to the Report, Ms. Joseph concludes:
The writer has no further revision to the assessment or recommendations, only to
add that the subject continues to minimize her responsibility in the commission
of the offences before the Court. Her demeanour still seems unremorseful, as
even when she is saying she is 'remorseful,' it does not come across as such.

33 On behalf of the Crown, it is submitted that a sentence of six to eight years is appropriate. The
position of the defence is that a sentence of three and a half to four and a half years is appropriate.
34 In R. v. C.M.R. (2004), 197 C.C.C. (3d) 566, [2004] O.J. No. 4490 (C.A.) at paras. 14-16,
Cronk J.A. held:
Strict maintenance of the trust relationship between parents and children, particularly children whose vulnerability and needs are heightened by young age ... is an
integral component of responsible and civilized community life in Canada. Few,
if any, other relationships in society will attract more rigorous scrutiny by the
courts in their application of the law in order to protect against the abuse and exploitation of vulnerable persons by those to whom their care and protection have
been entrusted.
Parliament has recognized the fundamental importance of such trust relationships
in the sentencing process by providing in s. 718.2(a)(iii) of the Criminal Code,
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R.S.C. 1985, c. C-46 that the abuse of a position of trust or authority by an accused in relation to a victim is an aggravating factor that must be taken into account by a sentencing judge.
As well, this court has long emphasized that the imposition of substantial sentences is essential to meet the purposes of sentencing in order to protect defenceless children from mistreatment by their parents or other caregivers.
35 In R. v. G.S.J., [2007] O.J. No. 5079 (S.C.J.) at para. 7, Chapnik J. set out the sentencing factors to be considered in these cases as follows:
The relevant jurisprudence cited to me by both counsel involving the intentional
infliction of injury to a young child supports a sentence in the range of three to
eight years. This presents a broad range. Each case depends on a number of factors, primarily based on the particulars of the offender, the nature of the offence
and the circumstances surrounding it. The list of relevant factors related to the offence include the consequences or damages sustained by the victim, whether the
incident or incidents of abuse were protracted or isolated, deliberately planned
and intentional or momentary, whether there was provocation, the seeking of
help or medical attention for the victim after the fact, and whether there was a
breach of trust. As to the personal circumstances of the offender, such factors as
his or her age, criminal antecedents, contributions to society, family support, expressions of remorse and whether the offender poses a danger to the community
are considered.
36 Ms. Broomfield persisted in a pattern of gross parental abuse over a prolonged period of time
against a vulnerable and defenceless child. When confronted with his injuries, she minimized them.
Ultimately, when he was clinging to life, she acted in her own self-interest and elected to disclose
nothing to the medical authorities. Since that time, she has demonstrated callous indifference to the
harm she has caused. The protracted nature of this activity without any apparent insight into her behavior, together with the young age of the victim, makes her conduct acutely deplorable.
37 She has exhibited no remorse for her conduct. Although lack of remorse is not an aggravating
factor, there is concern that her lack of insight may affect her prospects for rehabilitation.
38 There is nothing in her background to explain her actions. There is no suggestion that she suffers from any cognitive disability, diminished mental capacity, or substance abuse. She has professed throughout that she does not consume cocaine. One is left to infer that she made conscious
decisions to obtain cocaine to give to Malique for her own selfish purposes.
39 As a result of her egregious breach of trust, the consequences to Malique are catastrophic. In
addition, the lives of his father and grandmother have been directly and permanently affected. As
the boy matures, there will be untold challenges as they turn their attention to his special needs and
behavioural difficulties.
40 In R. v. Naglik (1991), 3 O.R. (3d) 385, 65 C.C.C. (3d) 272 at para. 90 (C.A.), rev'd on other
grounds [1993] 3 S.C.R. 122, [1993] S.C.J. No. 92, our Court of Appeal has held that where:
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a parent has inflicted injuries over a substantial period of time that could have
killed and which have in fact seriously impaired the child, the court is bound to
impose a sentence which will act as a marked deterrent to other parents who
would abuse a helpless babe in arms. The imposition of severe sentences is the
only means available to a court to attempt to protect the defenceless from those
parents who would breach the primary duty of protecting a newborn child.
41 No sentence will restore the mental limitations that have been imposed on this child. Although
Ms. Broomfield is a first time offender, the sentence I impose must reflect the gravity of the offences and express society's abhorrence towards this unacceptable conduct by the very person whose
duty it was to protect the victim. As Ferguson J. stated in R. v. Scinocco, [1993] O.J. No. 1388
(Gen. Div.) at para.12: "Young children are the precious jewels of our society."
42 While rehabilitation must be borne in mind, s. 718.01 of the Criminal Code provides that
when a court imposes a sentence for an offence that involves the abuse of a person under the age of
eighteen years, it shall give primary consideration to the objectives of denunciation and deterrence.
Ms. Broomfield's long-term and repetitive child abuse shocks the conscience of the community and
cries out for a significant penitentiary sentence.
43 For the charge of aggravated assault endangering life, Tamara Broomfield will be sentenced to
a term of imprisonment in the penitentiary of seven years. There will be credit on a two for one basis for the seven months spent in pre-trial custody.
44 For the charges of administering a noxious substance, assault causing bodily harm and failing
to provide necessaries of life, she will be sentenced to imprisonment for two years. Taking into account the principle of totality, the sentences are to be served concurrently.
45 There will be an order under s. 109 for life and an order under s. 487.051 directing her to provide a DNA sample.
T.M. DUNNET J.
cp/e/ln/qllxr
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Case Name:

R. v. Broomfield
Between
Her Majesty the Queen, Respondent (Responding Party), and
Tamara Broomfield, Appellant (Moving Party)
[2010] O.J. No. 3506
2010 ONCA 558
Dockets: M39026 (C52434)
Ontario Court of Appeal
Toronto, Ontario
K.M. Weiler J.A.
(In Chambers)
Heard: August 19, 2010.
Judgment: August 20, 2010.
(16 paras.)
Criminal law -- Compelling appearance, detention and release -- Judicial interim release or bail -Grounds for denial -- Detention necessary to maintain confidence in the administration of justice -Release or detention after trial or pending appeal -- Application by the accused for bail pending her
appeal from conviction for aggravated assault endangering life, assault causing bodily harm and
failure to provide necessities of life and from sentence dismissed -- Accused administered a potentially lethal dose of cocaine to her two-year-old son, fractured his arm and failed to seek medical
attention for the fracture -- Considering the extremely serious nature of the conviction coupled with
the weak grounds of appeal, the need for enforceability of the trial judgment had to be given precedence at this time.
Application by the accused for bail pending her appeal from conviction for aggravated assault endangering life, assault causing bodily harm and failure to provide necessities of life and from sentence. The accused administered a potentially lethal dose of cocaine to her two-year-old son, fractured his arm and failed to seek medical attention for the fracture. The accused, a 26-year-old first
offender, submitted that she had employment available to her if she was released pending her appeal. The Crown alleged her continued detention was required in the public interest. The overarch-
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ing ground of appeal was that the accused's trial counsel rendered ineffective assistance to her resulting in a miscarriage of justice.
HELD: Application dismissed. The extremely serious nature of the conviction coupled with what
appeared at this time to be weak grounds of appeal led to the conclusion that the need for enforceability of the trial judgment had to be given precedence at this time. The accused's continued incarceration would not render her appeal nugatory.
Appeal From:
On appeal from the conviction entered on April 1, 2009 and the sentence imposed on July 8, 2010
by Justice Tamarin Dunnet of the Superior Court of Justice, sitting without a jury, and on a motion
for bail pending appeal.
Counsel:
James Lockyer and Grace David, for the moving party.
Andrew Cappell, for the responding party.

1 K.M. WEILER J.A.:-- The applicant applies for bail pending her appeal. She was convicted of
aggravated assault endangering life, by giving her son a potentially lethal dose of cocaine; administering cocaine to him over a 14 month period; assault causing bodily harm, resulting in multiple rib
fractures; and failing to provide necessaries of life by failing to seek medical assistance for his fractured arm. The applicant was sentenced on July 8, 2010, [2010] O.J. No. 3102, to a period of five
years and ten months imprisonment in addition to credit for 14 months pre-trial custody.
2 The Crown concedes that the appeal is not frivolous, and does not dispute that the applicant
will surrender herself into custody in accordance with the terms of any judicial interim release order
made pending appeal. In addition, the applicant, a 26 year old first offender, submits that she has
employment available to her if she is released pending her appeal.
3 The issue in this case is whether the applicant has established that her detention is not necessary
in the public interest. The public interest relates to the need to maintain confidence in the administration of justice by enforcing the judgment balanced against the need to review the judgment to
ensure that no person has been wrongly or unfairly convicted. Appellate courts have recognized
that, where the grounds of appeal are strong and there is serious concern about the accuracy of the
verdict, the public interest may favour release notwithstanding the seriousness of the offences involved: See R. v. Baltovich (2000), 144 C.C.C. (3d) 233 (Ont. C.A.) at para. 20. As a result, the
strength of the grounds of appeal is central to my decision whether or not to grant the application.
4 Based on the material before me, including the comprehensive reasons of the trial judge for her
verdict as well as on the motion to declare a mistrial, the grounds of appeal appear weak. The overarching ground of appeal is that the appellant's trial counsel, Mr. Kirichenko, breached his duty of
loyalty to his client and rendered ineffective assistance to her resulting in a miscarriage of justice.
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5 Insofar as counsel's duty of loyalty is concerned, the applicant testified on the mistrial application that in December of 2008, she gave him $1,000 in cash as a means of obtaining a meeting with
him. Mr. Kirichenko, who was on a legal aid certificate at the time and therefore prohibited from
receiving a private retainer from the applicant, admits receiving money from her, says it was $300
and that it was a Christmas present.
6 Three days before the applicant's trial was to commence, the Law Society of Upper Canada
(LSUC) held a disciplinary hearing into allegations that Mr. Kirichenko had failed to keep proper
accounts and failed to respond to demands and spot audits from the LSUC. Mr. Kirichenko conceded the allegations but requested an indefinite postponement of the penalty including a 30 day suspension of his license to practice. The Chair refused the request for an indefinite postponement but
postponed the commencement of the suspension until February 23, 2009 to accommodate the appellant's trial. In the event it was necessary, the Chair advised Mr. Kirichenko he could request a further extension of time in writing. Mr. Kirichenko did not request an extension of time and further
postponement of his suspension. Thus, he began serving his suspension on February 23, 2009.
7 The evidence and submissions in the applicant's trial were completed on January 29, 2009 and
the case was adjourned for judgment to March 25, 2009. The day before judgment was to be handed
down, Mr. Kirichenko telephoned the applicant to say that the matter was going to be adjourned for
one week. He told her that he could not appear in court with her when the matter was adjourned because he was ill. The following week, when judgment was handed down, on April 1, 2009, he sat
beside her ungowned in the courtroom. He lied and said that he had forgotten his robes at home. In
a hand written note to Ms. Phillips of the LSUC before the hearing, Mr. Kirichenko wrote, "Can I
go get judgment tomorrow? It was long trial; client with no record faces long term if convicted. Also press has been all over the case. I would like to avoid explaining being ungowned. If there is
conviction it will be adjourned."
8 The applicant submits that Mr. Kirichenko's conduct fell well below the duty of loyalty required of a lawyer outlined by Binnie J. in R. v. Neil, (2002) 168 C.C.C. (3d) 321 and that, as a result, she is entitled to a new trial. She submits that she was entitled to be informed of Mr. Kirichenko's circumstances because that information could have affected her decision as to whether to continue with him as her counsel. In addition, Mr. Kirichenko apparently did not comply with the
LSUC's requirement that he cease to practice for one month. He continued to provide the applicant
with legal advice and spoke with her probation officer assisting in the preparation of the presentence report. Had the applicant wished to ask Mr. Kirichenko to have the court reopen the case
and to reconsider its verdict, the applicant submits Mr. Kirichenko would not have been in a position to do so as he was under suspension during this time. I note, however, that after March 23, he
would have served his suspension and been in a position to bring such an application as the sentence
was not pronounced until July 8, 2010. No such application was made.
9 While Mr. Kirichenko's conduct may well be the subject of further discipline proceedings before the LSUC, the LSUC allowed him to continue to act and postponed his suspension so that he
could act for the applicant. It did not require him to advise the applicant of his pending suspension.
In doing so, it is apparent that the LSUC did not see a conflict of interest, a breach of Mr. Kirichenko's duty of loyalty to his client, or any danger to her interests. Insofar as the receipt of money in
December is concerned, Mr. Kirichenko may have wrongly accepted money from the applicant and,
in doing so, put his self-interest first, but the acceptance of the money did not create a conflict in the
proceeding brought by the Crown.
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10 The applicant also alleges that Mr. Kirichenko's upcoming suspension improperly influenced
his conduct of the appellant's trial and caused him to cut corners in order to complete the trial as
soon as possible.
11 Dunnet J. dealt with these arguments in her comprehensive reasons on the motion for a mistrial. At this stage, I am not satisfied that counsel has shown any error in principle in the manner in
which she exercised her discretion in refusing to grant a mistrial and in rejecting the submission that
Mr. Kirichenko's conduct led to a miscarriage of justice. As a result, those reasons are entitled to
deference.
12 Some further brief comment is warranted concerning the applicant's submissions that Mr. Kirichenko was obliged to raise the prior misconduct of two expert witnesses in matters that were unrelated to this proceeding with a view to undermining their credibility generally. I note that the evidence of the one expert, Dr. Mian, relates to the conviction for assault causing bodily harm due to
rib fractures but does not touch the trial judge's findings concerning the appellant's failure to seek
medical attention for her son's arm which led to her conviction for failing to provide the necessaries
of life nor does it relate to her conviction for aggravated assault by endangering life by administering a noxious substance.
13 The applicant's challenge to the evidence of Dr. Koren, the hair follicle expert, to the effect
that M. had been given cocaine over a 14 month period, loses a considerable amount of its thrust
due to the fact that during the preliminary inquiry Mr. Gareri, the Manager of the Division of Clinical Pharmacology and Toxicology in the Motherisk Laboratory, gave the same evidence. I do not
take the applicant's submission to go so far as to suggest that the evidence of anyone who works at
the Motherisk Laboratory is not credible because of some past misconduct on the part of its owner
Dr. Koren.
14 The extremely serious nature of the conviction in this case, endangering the life of a two year
old child by the administration of a potentially lethal dose of cocaine with the tragic consequence
that he is now severely disabled, coupled with what appear at this time to be weak grounds of appeal, lead me to conclude that the need for enforceability of the judgment must be given precedence
at this time. The appellant has failed to discharge the onus on her respecting the public interest criterion.
15 I also observe that, if properly processed, the appellant's continued incarceration would not
render her appeal nugatory. The trial was not unduly lengthy. The applicant's counsel has ordered
the trial transcripts. Priority should be given to their preparation and to the scheduling of this appeal
in as expeditious a manner as is possible.
16

For the reasons given the application for bail pending appeal is dismissed.

K.M. WEILER J.A.
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R. v. T.B.
Between
Her Majesty the Queen, Respondent, and
T.B., Applicant
[2010] O.J. No. 1253
2010 ONSC 1579
Court File No. P0832/07
Ontario Superior Court of Justice
T.M. Dunnet J.
Heard: January 18-20 and 22, 2010.
Judgment: March 19, 2010.
(110 paras.)
Criminal law -- Procedure -- Trials -- Mistrial -- Application by TB to declare a mistrial dismissed - TB was found guilty of several offences relating to her treatment of her infant son -- TB sought the
mistrial on the grounds that her lawyer breached his duty to her -- TB's lawyer was suspended by
the Law Society prior to the trial, suspension postponed till after trial -- TB's lawyer was suspended
when verdict was read, but did not inform her -- No breach of duty of loyalty -- TB did not establish
that she was ineffectively represented -- Lawyer breached his duty of candour by not disclosing his
suspension, but that breach did not undermine the fairness of the trial or the decision-making process.
Professional responsibility -- Self-governing professions -- Duties -- Loyalty -- Professions -- Legal
-- Barristers and solicitors -- Application by TB to declare a mistrial dismissed -- TB was found
guilty of several offences relating to her treatment of her infant son -- TB sought the mistrial on the
grounds that her lawyer breached his duty to her -- TB's lawyer was suspended by the Law Society
prior to the trial, suspension postponed till after trial -- TB's lawyer was suspended when verdict
was read, but did not inform her -- No breach of duty of loyalty -- TB did not establish that she was
ineffectively represented -- Lawyer breached his duty of candour by not disclosing his suspension,
but that breach did not undermine the fairness of the trial or the decision-making process.
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Legal profession -- Barristers and solicitors -- Relationship with client -- Conflict of interest -- Application by TB to declare a mistrial dismissed -- TB was found guilty of several offences relating to
her treatment of her infant son -- TB sought the mistrial on the grounds that her lawyer breached
his duty to her -- TB's lawyer was suspended by the Law Society prior to the trial, suspension postponed till after trial -- TB's lawyer was suspended when verdict was read, but did not inform her -No breach of duty of loyalty -- TB did not establish that she was ineffectively represented -- Lawyer
breached his duty of candour by not disclosing his suspension, but that breach did not undermine
the fairness of the trial or the decision-making process.
Application by TB to declare a mistrial. TB was found guilty of administering cocaine to her infant
child throughout a fourteen-month period, aggravated assault endangering his life, assault causing
bodily harm and failing to provide the necessaries of life. She sought a mistrial on the grounds that
her lawyer breached his duty of loyalty to her, breached his duty of commitment to her cause and
breached the duty of candour to her. TB claimed there was a conflict of interest between her and her
lawyer that infringed her right to a fair trial. TB's lawyer was suspended by the Law Society prior to
the trial, but the suspension was postponed. He was suspended during the reading of the verdict. TB
claimed her lawyer waived her right to trial by jury without explaining the consequences of that
waiver, failed to advocate for her by retaining experts and preparing her for trial and failed to inform her of his disciplinary issues.
HELD: Application dismissed. The lawyer did not breach his duty of loyalty or commitment to TB.
The decision to proceed without a jury was made independent of TB's lawyer's issues with the Law
Society. Her lawyer gave TB rational and reasonable reasons why trial by judge alone was preferable. TB did not establish that she was ineffectively represented. The lawyer breached his duty of
candour by failing to advise her of his suspension. However, that breach did not undermine the fairness of the trial or the decision-making process.
Statutes, Regulations and Rules Cited:
Criminal Code, R.S.C. 1985, c. C-46, s. 245
Law Society Act, R.S.O. 1990, c. L.8,
Counsel:
Joshua Levy, for the Respondent.
Mark Halfyard and Daniel Brown, for the Applicant.

RULING ON APPLICATION TO DECLARE A MISTRIAL
T.M. DUNNET J.:-OVERVIEW
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1 The applicant has been found guilty of administering cocaine to her infant child throughout a
fourteen month period, aggravated assault endangering his life, assault causing bodily harm and
failing to provide the necessaries of life. She has not been sentenced for these crimes.
2

She brings this application for an order declaring a mistrial on the grounds that her lawyer:
(a)

(b)

(c)

breached the duty of loyalty to his client because he was facing suspension
by the Law Society of Upper Canada and was, therefore, in a conflict of interest. The applicant submits that this suspension improperly influenced
her lawyer's advice on her decision to waive her right to trial by jury;
breached the duty of commitment to his client's cause by "cutting corners"
to shorten the proceeding. In particular, he did not retain a "competing expert to counter the Crown's hair follicle expert" and failed to cross-examine
the Crown's expert on a finding of professional misconduct made by the
College of Physicians and Surgeons (the "College"); and
breached the duty of candour to his client by failing to advise her that he
was facing the possibility of imminent suspension days before her trial.
When the suspension came into force, he failed to advise her of his inability to represent her.

3 The applicant submits that there was a material conflict of interest between the applicant and
her lawyer that infringed her right to a fair trial and there are no measures that can be taken at this
stage of the proceedings to correct the unfairness, short of declaring a mistrial.
4 The respondent submits that the applicant cannot establish that a conflict of interest existed,
that she was ineffectively represented by counsel, or that any duty of loyalty owed to her was
breached. It is submitted that the applicant's assertions, insofar as the impending suspension had an
effect on trial counsel's conduct of the applicant's defence, are speculative and not based on any evidence contained in the record or on any fresh evidence.
5 The respondent also submits that the fact that the applicant's lawyer did not cross-examine the
Crown's hair follicle expert on his past disciplinary record, or the Crown's trauma expert on negative comments made about her during the Goudge Inquiry, were reasoned, tactical decisions relating
to collateral matters and were not reasonably capable of affecting the verdict.
THE VERDICT
6 The trial before me spanned twelve days. Evidence was heard from eighteen witnesses, including seven doctors. The verdict was as follows:
[177] The evidence does not have to answer every question raised in this case or
explain all of the factors that ultimately led to M's acquired brain injury. The
burden of proof upon the Crown applies to the ultimate question of whether guilt
of each offence has been proven beyond a reasonable doubt.
[178] T.B. stands charged with five offences. First, she is charged with aggravated assault between January 1 and August 1, 2005, by maiming. This offence relates to the fractured ribs. The Oxford Dictionary defines the word "to maim" as
"to injure (someone) so that part of the body is permanently damaged." The
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Crown submits that the effect of these injuries on this child meets that definition.
The evidence is that multiple fractured ribs would cause pain on breathing and
would compromise a child's activities. While I would agree that the effect of the
injuries on M would have been disabling at the time, there is no medical or other
evidence to indicate that the ribs were damaged permanently.
[179] I am satisfied beyond a reasonable doubt that T.B. intentionally applied
force to M without his consent, fracturing his ribs, in circumstances where a reasonable person would realize that the force applied would put M at risk of suffering bodily harm. The injuries interfered with his health and comfort and they
were more than merely transient or trifling in nature. Accordingly, I find T.B. not
guilty of aggravated assault, but guilty of assault causing bodily harm.
[180] Second, she is charged with failing to provide the necessaries of life between June 1 and July 14, 2005. I am satisfied beyond a reasonable doubt that
T.B. was under a legal duty as a parent to provide the necessaries of life for M
and that she failed, without lawful excuse, to seek medical care for him after his
arm was fractured.
[181] The evidence is that M sustained another fracture through the original fracture site before he was hospitalized and his arm re-aligned by an orthopedic surgeon. Although there was no medical evidence about the long-term effects of the
fractures to the left arm, I am satisfied beyond a reasonable doubt that T.B.'s failure to seek medical care for M likely put him at risk of permanent harm. She is,
therefore, guilty of failing to provide the necessaries of life.
[182] Third, T.B. is charged with aggravated assault between July 31 and August
1, 2005, by endangering the life of M. I am satisfied beyond a reasonable doubt
that she intentionally applied force to M without his consent by administering
cocaine to him. Her actions endangered his life in circumstances where a reasonable person would realize that giving cocaine to a child would put him at risk of
suffering bodily harm. Thus, she is guilty of aggravated assault by endangering
M's life.
[183] Fourth, T.B. is charged with administering a noxious substance between
July 31 and August 1, 2005, with intent to endanger the life of M.

[184]

Section 245 of the Criminal Code states:
Everyone who administers or causes to be administered to any person or causes any person to take poison or any other destructive or
noxious thing is guilty of an indictable offence and liable
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(a)
(b)

to imprisonment for a term not exceeding fourteen years, if he
intends thereby to endanger the life or to cause bodily harm to
that person; or
to imprisonment for a term not exceeding two years, if he intends thereby to aggrieve or annoy that person.

[185] There can be no issue that regardless of the quantity, cocaine in a two-yearold child constitutes a "noxious substance." Although the description of the offence itself makes no reference to any specific or ulterior mental element, the nature of the specific or ulterior mental element proven determines the maximum
punishment for the offence.
[186] It is not necessary for the Crown to prove that T.B. knew that cocaine was
noxious. The Crown must prove, however, that she intended to endanger M's life
by administering it to him. I am satisfied beyond a reasonable doubt that T.B.
administered a potentially lethal dose of cocaine to M, but I am not satisfied that
she did so with the intention to endanger his life. Accordingly, I find her not
guilty of this offence.
[187] Fifth, T.B. is charged with administering a noxious substance between June
1, 2004 and July 30, 2005, with intent to aggrieve or annoy M.
[188] The evidence that I accept is that M internally ingested cocaine on many
occasions during that fourteen month period. I am satisfied beyond a reasonable
doubt that T.B., who was the constant and continuous caregiver, administered the
cocaine to M.
[189] To "annoy" is to make slightly angry, pester or harass, harm or attack repeatedly. To "aggrieve" is to infringe upon the rights of someone or to inflict an
injury on someone. It is a reasonable inference that T.B. knew that the cocaine
would change M's conduct - whether it was to make him submissive by stopping
a temper tantrum, or tears, to make him happy, or even to make him sleep.
[190] I am satisfied that T.B. would have known that cocaine was an illegal substance and that it would alter M's outlook and behaviour. I am also satisfied that
by giving him cocaine, she infringed upon his right to cry or to behave in a way
that a normal, active, two-year-old behaves. By giving him cocaine on numerous
occasions over a prolonged period, she repeatedly forced her will on his. Therefore, I am satisfied beyond a reasonable doubt that T.B. is guilty of administering
a noxious substance to M over the fourteen-month period with intent to aggrieve
or annoy him.
THE APPLICANT'S EVIDENCE
7 On this application, the applicant testified that after the commencement of the preliminary inquiry, her lawyer, David Mercury, told her that he could no longer represent her because of other
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commitments. Mr. Mercury arranged a meeting between the applicant and Terry Kirichenko. A retainer followed.
8 The applicant recalled that during one of their first meetings, Mr. Kirichenko said that he favoured a jury trial, because jurors, as the applicant's peers, would relate to her life experiences and
have sympathy for her.
9 During the preliminary inquiry, Joey Gareri gave evidence about a scientific analysis that had
been performed on the hair of the applicant's child at the Hospital for Sick Children (the "HSC")
where Mr. Gareri was the Manager of the Division of Clinical Pharmacology and Toxicology in the
Motherisk Laboratory.
10 He testified that by testing strands of the child's hair in segments representing hair growth in
monthly time periods, members of the Motherisk team were able to determine the child's level of
exposure to cocaine over time. Their results demonstrated that, in each month during a fourteen
month period in the child's life up to the time of his admission to hospital, there was a significant
amount of cocaine present in his bloodstream. The team concluded that the child had been ingesting
or was administered cocaine in each of the time periods tested.
11 The applicant researched the Internet and found documents relating to a 2002 discipline hearing involving the Director of the Motherisk Program, Dr. Gideon Koren.
12 Dr. Koren and another physician at the HSC had been co-investigators in a research project
regarding the effectiveness of deferiprone ("L1") in controlling iron overload in thalassemia patients
(a type of hereditary anemia). The research consisted of clinical trials sponsored by the pharmaceutical company Apotex.
13 Two years into the study, the other physician came to doubt the effectiveness of L1. Dr. Koren
disagreed with her and published papers outlining his interpretation of the data. Subsequently, five
anonymous harassing letters relating to the physician and her research were received by the media
and medical staff at the HSC. Dr. Koren denied that he was the author of the letters. After a private
investigator obtained a DNA match from saliva on the envelopes, Dr. Koren confessed that he had
authored the letters. The College found that Dr. Koren had committed an act of professional misconduct.
14 The applicant gave Mr. Kirichenko the results of the Internet research and the telephone number of a forensic toxicologist, Julia Kline, who had worked with Dr. Koren in the Motherisk Laboratory. She wanted her lawyer to determine if Ms. Kline would agree to testify as an expert on the issue of hair analysis.
15 Mr. Kirichenko told the applicant that before he could retain an expert, he needed special
funding from Legal Aid. Later, he said that he was unable to contact Ms. Kline. A few days before
trial, he told the applicant that they did not need an expert, because it was his opinion that the
Crown's experts would not be able to prove the allegations beyond a reasonable doubt.
16 In December 2008, the applicant telephoned her lawyer and offered him money. She testified
that she was trying to get his attention to prepare for trial. She told him that she had $1000 and
needed to see him. They arranged to meet on the ground floor of his office building where he told
her to put the money into his pocket.
17

He agreed to meet with her again at his office on January 10, 2009.
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18 The applicant testified that over the course of a two hour meeting on that date, she was satisfied with the discussion she had with her lawyer. Although she had been, up to that point, under the
impression that she would have a jury trial, Mr. Kirichenko told her that "going by judge alone will
speed up the process." He gave her no other reasons. Her evidence is that she accepted his advice,
trusting that he was acting in her best interest.
19 The applicant had expected her trial to take four to six weeks. After eight days of evidence,
the Crown closed its case. When her lawyer asked if she was ready to testify, she told him that she
did not feel prepared. He asked her to think about it and to give him her decision in the morning. If
she decided not to testify, he would have a paper for her to sign. The next morning, she signed the
paper.
20 The day before judgment was to be handed down, Mr. Kirichenko telephoned her to say that
the matter was going to be adjourned for one week. He told her that he could not appear in court
with her when the matter was adjourned because he was ill. The following week when judgment
was handed down, he sat beside her in the courtroom. He told her that he had forgotten his robes at
home.
21 The applicant's evidence is that later that day, she consulted her present counsel about whether
to appeal the decision. Two weeks later, she learned that Mr. Kirichenko was under suspension. In
the course of this application, she was asked: "If you had known right from the start that Mr. Kirichenko had been suspended by the Law Society, what would that have meant for you?" Her answer was:
I wouldn't have wanted any of the negativity of his suspension to reflect on my
case, at all. Based on what the suspension's all about - organizing his books and
record keeping - I mean, he would have been totally distracted. I would have
sought new counsel. And when I did find out, I did sought [sic] new counsel.
MR. KIRICHENKO'S EVIDENCE
22

Terry Kirichenko was called to the bar in 1983. His practice is restricted to criminal law.

23 He agreed to take over the defence of the applicant's case during the preliminary inquiry in
May 2007. He reviewed the documents in her file relating to family court proceedings, Children's
Aid Society notes, hospital records and medical reports concerning the injuries suffered by the
child.
24 It was Mr. Kirichenko's understanding that, at the time he was retained, the applicant had
elected to be tried by judge and jury. During their first meeting, Mr. Kirichenko asked the applicant
to provide him with family memorabilia so that he could "tell her story" to a jury.
25 It is his evidence that her decision to be tried by a judge sitting alone was made months before
the trial following a long meeting in September 2008 after a pre-trial appearance before Nordheimer
J. Mr. Kirichenko recalled that they were sitting outside in Nathan Phillips Square when they had
this discussion.
26 He was referred to his billing statement to Legal Aid showing a docket of .75 hours on September 11, 2008 "to meet with Nordheimer J. to confirm trial date and to meet with Crown's expert"
and 2.5 hours on March 25, 2008 "to attend judicial pre-trial before McCombs J. Pre-trial postponed. Attend trial office for new date and attend in court to address matter."
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27 When it was suggested to him that the decision to re-elect could not have been made on September 11th, he said he must have been mistaken. He consulted his diary at home during the overnight recess and found that he had written "no ev" after meeting with the applicant in September,
which meant that "the jury idea had been laid to rest."
28 Mr. Kirichenko testified that during that meeting with the applicant, he expressed a number of
concerns about proceeding with a jury:
First, her infant child had been admitted to hospital in a precarious state of health
following cocaine ingestion and she had provided no explanation.
Second, she had given a video statement to the police that when her child started
to convulse, they were inside the house of a friend of Mohamed Fazal. Later, despite the fact that there did not appear to be any falling out with Mr. Fazal, the
applicant made no effort to help the police find the location of the house. Mr. Kirichenko thought that the relationship with Mr. Fazal would cause the applicant
insurmountable problems.
Third, there was extensive evidence in the Children's Aid Society files about
markings on the infant's body and interactions with the applicant in the weeks
leading up to his hospitalizations.
Fourth, Mr. Kirichenko had not been able to find an expert to contradict the hair
analysis.
29 He asked the applicant if she would be able to testify in those circumstances. She became upset and started to cry and she told him that she did not want to testify. He testified that in his mind,
the issue was settled after the meeting in Nathan Phillips Square and from that day on, he never prepared her to testify.
30 Mr. Kirichenko stated that the applicant would not accept that her child had sustained multiple
rib fractures. She was convinced that there was a conspiracy among the doctors and if he had followed her instructions, he would have accused them of fabricating the fractures seen on the x-rays.
31 He hoped instead to challenge the evidence of Dr. Marcellina Mian, a pediatrician and former
Director of the Suspected Child Abuse and Neglect Program ("SCAN") at the HSC who had testified at the preliminary inquiry that the child's fractures were sustained at different times. He discussed the ability to date fractures with a general practitioner who was also a relative.
32 In the end, he did not seek authorization from Legal Aid to retain an orthopedic expert, because he was of the opinion that he could raise a reasonable doubt based on the evidence of the
Crown's radiologist, Shi-Joon Yoo, who testified that none of the rib fractures were new.
33 Mr. Kirichenko's position is that he spent countless hours on the Internet searching for literature about hair analysis. However, he was unable to find anything that would challenge the methodology or the findings of the Motherisk team.
34 He testified that he made efforts to contact Ms. Kline without success. Then, on the first day
of trial, she telephoned him from New York. After speaking with her, he was of the opinion that her
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evidence would only serve to reinforce the methodology used by the Motherisk team and thus,
would not assist the applicant's case.
35 Mr. Kirichenko did not dispute that the applicant gave him money; however, he denied the
purpose and the amount. His evidence was that a few days before Christmas, the applicant telephoned him to say that she had a present for him. He told her that a present was not necessary. He
agreed to meet with her at his office building where she put her hand into his pocket and said, "I
want you to have this for Christmas." He noticed some bills inside his pocket and after he got into
his car, he removed $300. He testified that he accepted the money as a Christmas gift and he
thought that it was her way of thanking him for helping her out.
36 In December 2008, Mr. Kirichenko received notice from the Law Society about a discipline
hearing scheduled for Friday, January 9, 2009. He sought an adjournment of the hearing, stating:
This is not the optimum situation for me to stand here and represent myself. But
what I hope to do - I'm admitting the case. I don't want them wasting time calling
evidence. It's incontrovertible. What I hope to do is, once this trial is out of the
way - and this is a trial, very serious child-abuse trial, touches on the Goudge Inquiry material. All I've been doing for about the last six weeks is reading medical, ortho-pediatric, toxicological. I've just been trying to prepare for this trial.
And so then this date was presented to me about three and a half weeks ago.
Well, during the holidays I tried - and then I had to let the Crown know, "Lookit,
I might have a problem." And obviously, the Crown was bringing one witness
from Dubai, and he is continuously asking me, "Well, we have to do this trial."
37 Mr. Kirichenko asked the Chair of the Hearing Panel, Janet Minor, if the disposition of the
hearing could be adjourned in order to allow his suspension to take effect after the applicant's trial,
stating:
The Crown's case, on its own, is estimated to take three to four weeks, so I've
waived the jury. It'll be before a Superior Court judge here next door. I don't
know - my guess is that right now there will be some defence evidence ...
38 The Chair refused to grant the adjournment, made a finding of professional misconduct and
proceeded to the penalty portion of the hearing. In his further submissions, Mr. Kirichenko said:
I would have addressed this before the start of the year, but my attention has been
divided, clearly divided. ... And so, to an extent here, what I have been doing is
so preparing for this trial that I've regretfully put the Law Society on the back
burner. And my hope is to get this trial done. ...
39

In her reasons, the Chair stated:
... The lawyer has indicated that he will be engaged in a significant trial which is
scheduled for a month. It is not, of course, 100 per cent clear that the trial will
end in a month, and as a result, the Law Society has agreed that the period for
suspension may be altered or extended as the trial unfolds.

40

It was then ordered:
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1.

The Lawyer is suspended for 30 days commencing from February 23,
2009, unless the Director of Professional Regulation determines a later
date that the suspension shall begin, and continuing indefinitely until the
following conditions have been met to the satisfaction of the Director of
Professional Regulation:
a)

b)

2.

The Lawyer has brought all of his books and records for the period
from January 2006 to the present into full compliance with By-Law
9 (formerly By-Laws 18 and 19) made under s. 62 of the Law Society Act; and
The Lawyer has produced all of the documents and books and records pertaining to the Law Society's spot audits and investigation as
requested in the letters set out in particulars 2 and 3 of the Notice of
Application.

The Lawyer shall comply fully with the terms of the Law Society's Guidelines for Lawyers who are Suspended or who have Given an Undertaking
Not to Practice, while suspended pursuant to this Order.

41 Mr. Kirichenko testified that it was always his understanding that the Law Society had agreed
to accommodate the applicant's trial. For that reason, he never told the applicant about his suspension. He also understood that if the trial continued longer than anticipated, "they would issue a letter." He denied that the proceedings before the Law Society had any impact on his conduct at the
trial.
42 In his cross-examination, Mr. Kirichenko was challenged on his decision not to cross-examine
Dr. Mian on negative comments made about her during testimony before the Inquiry into Pediatric
Forensic Pathology in Ontario (the "Goudge Inquiry"). Although Dr. Mian did not testify before the
Goudge Inquiry, the Inquiry heard testimony that Dr. Mian co-authored a report with Dr. Charles
Smith concluding, incorrectly, that a deceased child had been sexually abused. This report contributed to the wrongful conviction of the child's father. In testimony before the Inquiry, Dr. Mian was
criticized for allegedly acting outside the area of her expertise in drafting the report. The final report
of the Goudge Inquiry does not refer to Dr. Mian by name (presumably because she did not have the
opportunity to testify before the Inquiry), but does refer to the report and unnamed co-author (Inquiry into Pediatric Forensic Pathology in Ontario: Report, Vol. 2, pg. 157). Mr. Kirichenko testified that he was aware of this criticism and chose not to cross-examine her on this point because, in
his opinion, Dr. Mian's evidence in the applicant's case was within her area of expertise in assessing
trauma and injuries and determining their potential causes.
43 Mr. Kirichenko was aware that the applicant had concerns about Dr. Koren's credibility because of his discipline hearing before the College. During his cross-examination of the doctor, he
was holding the documents in his hand, but when their exchange became heated, he made the decision not to embark on a personal attack, because "we would have lost sight of the ball." He also
knew that the Crown would have been in a position to call other members of the Motherisk team to
testify about the hair analysis.
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44 After the close of the Crown's case, Mr. Kirichenko raised the issue of whether the applicant
wanted to testify and he gave her time to think about it overnight. In the morning, she told him that
she did not want to testify and she gave him written instructions. His evidence is that her decision
came as no surprise to him. If she had changed her mind, he would have asked the Court for time to
prepare her.
45 Mr. Kirichenko had received correspondence from the Law Society to deal directly with
Christine Phillips of the Monitoring and Enforcement Department. On March 24, 2009, he sent an
e-mail to Ms. Phillips as follows:
Please advise when we can meet. I am required in Superior Court tomorrow to
receive judgment on a lengthy trial. I am today at home with the flu and can be
reached on my cell.
46 Documentary evidence was produced that on March 24, 2009, Ms. Phillips telephoned Mr.
Kirichenko and told him that he could not represent anyone in court, because he remained suspended. Mr. Kirichenko did not recall this conversation in his evidence.
47 When he learned that judgment was to be postponed for one week to accommodate the Court,
he telephoned the applicant and asked her to appear in court by herself when the new date was set.
48 On March 31, 2009, Mr. Kirichenko delivered a handwritten note to Ms. Phillips' office that
read:
Dear Christine,
This is trust half of books. He is finishing general. Can I go get judgment tomorrow? It was long trial; client with no record faces long term if convicted. Also,
press has been all over the case. I would like to avoid explaining being ungowned. If there is a conviction, it will be adjourned. Will call you in a.m.
Thanks again.
49 Mr. Kirichenko testified that he made the unfortunate assumption that Ms. Phillips was aware
of the accommodation that the Law Society had given him to conduct the applicant's trial and he
had expected to receive a letter permitting him to continue to represent the applicant when judgment
was handed down.
50 On the morning of April 1st, he telephoned Ms. Phillips. When he was unable to reach her, he
did not leave a message. His handwritten note did not come to Ms. Phillips' attention until after
April 1st.
51 When the verdict was pronounced, Mr. Kirichenko was sitting beside the applicant in the body
of the court. He was not wearing his gown. The Crown was aware that Mr. Kirichenko was under
suspension by the Law Society; the Court was not.
52 On April 7, 2009, Mr. Kirichenko received correspondence from Mark Halfyard, stating that
he had been retained to provide the applicant with an opinion on the merits of an appeal. Enclosed
was a signed authorization to release the contents of the applicant's file "for which you continue to
represent me" and waiving solicitor-client privilege.
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53 Two weeks later, the applicant learned of Mr. Kirichenko's suspension. On May 14, 2009, Mr.
Kirichenko was removed as counsel of record. Despite repeated requests, he did not deliver the applicant's file. In the interim, Mr. Halfyard received copies of the disclosure from Crown counsel.
54 On August 31, 2009, Mr. Kirichenko wrote to Mr. Halfyard enclosing "some odds and ends
from what is left in the file," advising that "much of what you request is non-discoverable personal
work." Mr. Kirichenko's position is that after he prepared his account to Legal Aid on March 17,
2009, he "vetted" the file and any personal work product that remains is privileged.
55 On May 6, 2009, Mr. Kirichenko was reinstated by the Law Society as a member in good
standing.
THE POSITION OF THE APPLICANT
56

The applicant raises three issues warranting a mistrial:
First, her lawyer made the decision to waive her right to trial by jury without advising her of the consequences of waiving that right, in circumstances where the
waiver must be voluntary and informed. It is submitted that he made that decision to allow him to favorably negotiate an adjournment of his discipline hearing
before the Law Society.
Second, he failed to advocate for the applicant's interests by retaining experts and
preparing her to testify. It is submitted that he then conducted the trial in such a
way as to speed up the process and finish the trial in time to bill his file, serve his
thirty day suspension and be in a position to carry on with his trial practice.
Third, he failed to inform the applicant of matters relevant to the retainer. In particular, he failed to advise her of his discipline hearing three days before her trial.
After he was formally suspended, he failed to advise the applicant and the Court
that he was unable to represent her.

THE POSITION OF THE RESPONDENT
57 The respondent submits that although the evidence about the transfer of money is "disturbing,"
it suggests that Mr. Kirichenko's candour about receiving cash from a client on a Legal Aid certificate demonstrates that he is also being candid and forthright about the applicant's decision to reelect and her desire not to testify.
58 The respondent contends that throughout his involvement in the matter and in the course of his
discussions with the applicant, Mr. Kirichenko had always considered this to be an appropriate case
for a judge alone trial. Those reasons included the nature of the allegations involving the young infant child of the applicant; the applicant's desire not to testify; the expert medical evidence that was
anticipated and the fact that the applicant had not disclosed any explanation for what had happened
to her child other than what was contained in her video statement to the police. It is further submitted that even if the decision to waive the applicant's right to trial by jury may be impugned, it cannot
be said that the verdict would have been different, or that this resulted in an unfair trial or a miscarriage of justice.
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59 The respondent states that to suggest that Mr. Kirichenko failed to retain experts ignores the
reality of the record: he made several requests of the court for time to find an expert to challenge the
hair analysis. During his cross-examination of Dr. Koren, Mr. Kirichenko challenged the validity
and trustworthiness of the science and the protocol used in this case. Further, reference to Dr. Koren's past disciplinary record and lawsuits arising from comments about Dr. Mian at the Goudge
Inquiry are nothing more than collateral attacks and are not reasonably capable of altering the reliability of the verdict.
60 The respondent submits that the interest of the applicant in having her trial proceed with counsel of her choice was of paramount consideration to both the Law Society and Mr. Kirichenko and
the intent was that Mr. Kirichenko would be in a position to represent the applicant to the end of her
trial. It is submitted that what happened on April 1st should not have a retroactive effect on the conduct of the trial or the verdict.
61 The position of the respondent is that during the trial, the applicant raised no issue about the
competence or conduct of her lawyer. The evidence at trial demonstrated that she blamed the child's
father, day care workers and doctors for conspiring against her. Then, after she was convicted, she
blamed her lawyer.
ANALYSIS
The lawyer's duty of loyalty
62 In R. v. Neil, [2002] 3 S.C.R. 631, at para. 12, Binnie J. set out the declaration of an advocate's
duty of loyalty made by Henry Brougham, later Lord Chancellor, in his defence of Queen Caroline
against the charge of adultery brought by her husband, King George IV, when he addressed the
House of Lords as follows:
[A]n advocate, in the discharge of his duty, knows but one person in all the
world, and that person is his client. To serve that client by all means and expedients, and at all hazards and costs to other persons, and, among them, to himself,
is his first and only duty; and in performing this duty he must not regard the
alarm, the torments, the destruction which he may bring upon others. Separating
the duty of a patriot from that of an advocate, he must go on reckless of consequences, though it should be his unhappy fate to involve his country in confusion.
63 Binnie J. went on to explain that the duty of loyalty endures, because it is essential to the integrity of the administration of justice and it is of high public importance that public confidence in
that integrity be maintained. Unless a litigant is assured of the undivided loyalty of the lawyer, neither the public nor the litigant will have confidence that the legal system is a reliable and trustworthy means of resolving their disputes.
64 He held that aspects of the duty of loyalty engage other dimensions - the duty to avoid conflicting interests, including the lawyer's personal interest; the duty of commitment to the client's
cause and the duty of candour with the client on matters relevant to the retainer (at para. 19).
65 Binnie J. described the duty of loyalty to an existing client, as expressed by Wilson J.A. (as
she then was) in Davey v. Woolley, Hames, Dale & Dingwall (1982), 133 D.L.R. (3d) 647 (C.A.) at
para 8:
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The underlying premise ... is that, human nature being what it is, the solicitor
cannot give his exclusive, undivided attention to the interests of his client if he is
torn between his client's interests and his own ... (at para. 26 of Neil).
66 Binnie J. cautioned that a lawyer must not put himself in a position where there is a substantial
risk that the lawyer's representation of the client would be materially and adversely affected by the
lawyer's own interests (at para. 31).
67 Further, if material facts surface while court proceedings are ongoing in the criminal law context, the conflict should be raised at the earliest practicable stage and an application to disqualify the
lawyer from acting further may be brought. If the trial is concluded, the conflict of interest may still
be raised at the appellate level as a ground to set aside the trial judgment, but the test is more onerous, because it is no longer a matter of taking protective steps but of asking for the reversal of a
court judgment (at para. 38). Binnie J. explained, citing R. v. Graffe (1993), 80 C.C.C. (3d) 84 (Alta. C.A.), that in a post-conviction situation, if an accused is to challenge a conviction or sentence
on appeal, he or she must show more than a possibility of a conflict of interest. While actual prejudice need not be shown, the appellant must demonstrate the conflict of interest and that the conflict
adversely affected the lawyer's performance on behalf of the appellant (at para. 39).
68 Although it was not necessary to consider the argument, the Supreme Court left the door open
as to whether ineffective counsel can result in a miscarriage of justice:
... Even in Charter terms, there is much to be said for the view of Powell J. of the
United States Supreme Court who observed in Cuyler v. Sullivan, 446 U.S. 335
(1980), that, if defence counsel is incompetent or otherwise violates his or her
duties in such a way as to adversely affect the representation of an accused, "a serious risk of injustice infects the trial itself ... . When a State obtains a criminal
conviction through such a trial, it is the State that unconstitutionally deprives the
defendant of his liberty" (p. 343) ... (at para. 43 of Neil).
The Re-election: Did the applicant's lawyer breach his duty of loyalty?
69 Mr. Kirichenko's evidence is that the applicant made the decision to have a trial before a judge
sitting alone after he explained to her the difficulties a jury would have with her infant's cocaine ingestion and its aftermath, her relationship with Mr. Fazal, her video statement to the police and the
results of the hair analysis.
70

In his affidavit, Mr. Kirichenko stated:
An interim date to speak to the matter was scheduled for September 11, 2008, to
see where the defence was with respect to retaining an expert and to confirm the
trial date. On that date, I attended court and appeared before Justice Nordheimer.
By that date I had found no expert to contradict the cocaine analysis performed
by the Motherisk Laboratory. I seem to recall advising Justice Nordheimer that
there would probably be a re-election and the trial date was confirmed. Following
that court appearance I had a two hour discussion with Ms. [T.B.] about her impending trial. In the course of that conversation the decision was effectively fi-
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nalized that the applicant would re-elect trial by judge alone. I explained to her
the nature of the evidence and explained why a jury trial was not going to work.
Thereafter, the issue of having a trial by judge and jury was not revisited. My last
meeting with Ms. [T.B.] before the commencement of the trial was January 10,
2009. That meeting included Mr. Mercury. By that time, the assigned trial judge
was known. In the course of that meeting, it was assumed the trial would be
heard by a judge alone. There was no discussion questioning the wisdom of conducting a judge alone trial. The applicant never insisted on a jury trial and accepted my advice in that regard.
71 The applicant testified that there was no meeting at Nathan Phillips Square and Mr. Kirichenko told her for the first time on January 10, 2009 that a judge alone trial would speed up the process.
72 When confronted with his dockets, Mr. Kirichenko became confused as to whether the meeting was in September or March, although he recalled that it was warm enough to sit outside at Nathan Phillips Square. He consulted his diary at home and testified the next day that the meeting was
in September.
73 It is argued by the applicant that, in the absence of reliable dockets or written instructions, Mr.
Kirichenko's evidence cannot be accepted as truthful. There is no issue that given his difficulties
with the Law Society arising from his lack of record keeping, Mr. Kirichenko is lacking in administrative skills. At times, his evidence was confusing, inconsistent and difficult to follow. The crossexamination was vigorous and he was embarrassed and defensive.
74 Although she did not stray far from her affidavit, I do not accept as reasonable or credible the
applicant's evidence that Mr. Kirichenko never discussed his concerns with her about trying her case
before a jury. I find that he gave her rational and reasonable reasons why it would be better to try
her case before a judge sitting alone and I accept his evidence that they came to an understanding
that "she had a better shot before a judge."
75 When he advised the Chair on January 9th, "The Crown's case, on its own, is estimated to take
three to four weeks, so I've waived the jury," he was using the words in the context of seeking to
obtain an adjournment of the discipline hearing. When he was unsuccessful, the Law Society then
structured his suspension around the applicant's trial.
76 The next day, he discussed the issue of proceeding before a judge alone with the applicant,
because by then he knew the name of the trial judge who was going to hear the case. She accepted
her lawyer's advice in that regard. There is no evidence that the applicant insisted on a jury trial.
Moreover, she has not articulated any reason why a jury trial would have been the preferable mode
of trial in the circumstances of her case.
77 It makes no difference when her decision to waive her right to a jury trial was made. I am satisfied that the decision was made independent from Mr. Kirichenko's troubles with the Law Society.
I am also satisfied that there was no time constraint that influenced the decision.
Conduct of the Trial: Did the applicant's lawyer breach his duty of commitment to his client's
cause?
78 The applicant acknowledged that she was aware that the Crown was relying on her video
statement to the police to suggest that it was the applicant who fed her infant cocaine on the night he
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almost died. Her evidence was that she was willing to testify and the reason she gave her lawyer
written instructions agreeing not to testify was because she did not feel prepared.
79 Mr. Kirichenko testified that he never prepared his client to testify, because the decision had
been made months earlier that she was not willing to do so. He said that if she had changed her
mind, he would have been surprised and he would have asked for time to prepare her. I accept his
evidence in that regard.
80 Mr. Kirichenko did not retain an expert to contradict the opinion of Dr. Koren, because he
could not find such an expert. The assumption built into the applicant's argument is that such a person exists. At the outset of the application, that part of the application seeking an order to re-open
the trial to call additional evidence was abandoned. The applicant has not adduced any fresh evidence that attacks the scientific methods used to detect cocaine and cocaine metabolites in the hair
of the applicant's child or the significance of finding it there.
81 The value of any attack on Dr. Koren's credibility would be primarily to undermine the scientific methodology employed, which was the substance of his testimony. Dr. Tatiana Karasov was
the technician who actually analyzed the hair samples and arrived at the results. It was Dr. Koren
who provided the interpretation of the results and generally spoke to the methods employed and the
science behind the analysis.
82 During his cross-examination of the doctor, Mr. Kirichenko had the material about Dr. Koren's
disciplinary proceeding at hand. He considered the utility of cross-examining him on his past record
and chose not to do so for tactical reasons. He believed that his cross-examination was aggressive
and that to cross-examine further on a matter that he viewed as collateral would have been unnecessarily aggressive and may have been viewed negatively by the trial judge as "mudslinging." I find
that his decision not to cross-examine in the area was a reasoned decision by an advocate and was
not related to issues of time or his impending suspension.
83 Further, I accept his explanation for choosing not to cross-examine Dr. Mian on comments
made about her during the Goudge Inquiry. Dr. Mian's evidence in the applicant's case was within
her area of expertise in assessing trauma and injuries and determining their potential causes.
84 A court should be hesitant to interfere with tactical decisions made by counsel when crossexamining a witness. There is nothing in the record to suggest that cross-examination of either Dr.
Mian or Dr. Koren on these collateral matters would have altered the course of the trial or influenced the verdict. Accordingly, I find that the applicant has not established that during the trial, she
was ineffectively represented by counsel or that Mr. Kirichenko's performance on her behalf was
affected by a conflict of interest arising from his disciplinary proceedings before the Law Society.
The Suspension: Did the applicant's lawyer breach his duty of candour?
85 Mr. Kirichenko informed Crown counsel about the impending discipline hearing and the potential difficulties it might create in proceeding with the applicant's trial. Crown counsel wanted to
proceed, given that the events had occurred three and one half years prior. Mr. Kirichenko sought an
adjournment of the discipline hearing, which was refused.
86 Contrary to the suggestion that the trial was shortened because of Mr. Kirichenko's difficulties
with the Law Society, the timing of the suspension revolved around the applicant's trial, as evidenced in the exchange between discipline counsel and the Chair as follows:
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MS. DUGGAN: The Society had indicated to Mr. Kirichenko that we were
aware of his difficulties with his criminal trial starting on Monday. Our office did
speak to the Crown, Mr. Levy, L-e-v-y. He indicated that it's a one-month trial.
He indicated that he wanted the trial to proceed, mainly because of this expert
witness, who has to come in from Dubai, and it's costing the Crown a great deal
of money.
The Society is sensitive to that, and so what I had indicated to Mr. Kirichenko is
that I'd like to build in the trial time with respect to a start date, should you order
a suspension. And so I had indicated that if it's meant to be one month, that February 23rd would give him about a week's leeway, should the trial not finish in a
month, or even if it did finish, he would have a week to deal with things and then
start any suspension, should it be imposed. So I was trying to take that into account.
THE CHAIR: So you just - could you repeat that again? You are going to be
proposing MS. DUGGAN: I had THE CHAIR: -- a one-month suspension?
MS. DUGGAN: Yes, 30 days, commencing February 23, 2009.
THE CHAIR: And if the trial were still in progress?
MS. DUGGAN: I can build something into the paragraph, that perhaps, rather
than having to reappear in front of a Panel, that the Director of Professional Regulation could be allowed to vary the date without having to come back to a
bencher.
87 The running of the suspension was postponed precisely to accommodate, and not to interfere,
with the timing of the applicant's trial and Mr. Kirichenko's ability to represent her.
THE CHAIR: Are you content that that date be determined by the Director of
Regulation? If you are not, I am prepared to consider it again, if requested.
MR. KIRICHENKO: The February 23rd date?
THE CHAIR: Yes. What I'm saying is I'll make it February 23rd, to be reconsidered or to be adjusted as required by the Director of Professional Regulation.
MR. KIRICHENKO: That's fair enough.
THE CHAIR: But if you would prefer that I'm the one who does it, I could retain
- I could be seized of that portion of it in case it's necessary to address -
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MR. KIRICHENKO: Would I then have to bother you and come THE CHAIR: Yes.
MR. KIRICHENKO: Oh, I don't THE CHAIR: But I'm not saying you'd bother me.
MR. KIRICHENKO: Well, perhaps that's a bad choice THE CHAIR: You would have to address it.
MR. KIRICHENKO: -- of words, but I trust the office to handle it.
88 The trial ended on January 29, 2009. Mr. Kirichenko was suspended from February 23, 2009
to May 6, 2009. Prior to the date set for judgment on March 25, 2009, Mr. Kirichenko was aware
that the matter would be adjourned for one week to accommodate the Court.
89 On March 24, 2009, Ms. Phillips telephoned Mr. Kirichenko in response to inquiries he had
made of her about submitting his records for review. In her note to the file, it states:
The Lawyer advised that he is due in court tomorrow (March 25th); I told him he
cannot represent anyone in court because he remains suspended. He advised that
he is aware, but he at least has to make an appearance even if to sit in the gallery.
90

In an e-mail to Mr. Kirichenko on March 24, Ms. Phillips wrote,
I thought I should follow up on our telephone conversation from this morning, in
order that we are clear on what is required. ... I am also attaching a copy of the
Guidelines for Lawyers who are Suspended in order that you can ensure that you
abide by those guidelines until you are reinstated.

91

1.

The Law Society's "Guidelines for Lawyers who are Suspended" states in part:

(1)

In this guideline, "suspended lawyer" means a lawyer whose licence
to practice law is suspended ... .
(2)

(3)

A suspended lawyer ... must cease practice as a result of the suspension ... . Suspended lawyers are also prohibited from providing legal
services as defined by the Law Society Act, as only those persons licenced by the Law Society to provide legal services may do so. Bylaws 7.1 (Part II) and 9 (Part II.1) impose on suspended lawyers certain notice requirements, obligations and restrictions on activities,
including handling of money and other property.
In order to comply with these obligations and restrictions, suspended
lawyers must comply with these Guidelines.
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2.

(1)

During the term of the suspension ..., suspended lawyers may only:
a)
b)

4.

(2)

See clients only for the limited purpose of assisting them in transferring their past or present legal work to another lawyer;
If requested by the client, suggest a referral to a particular lawyer to
continue work on the client's file. The ultimate choice of who is retained rests with the client and not with the suspended lawyer.

A suspended lawyer shall not resume the practice of law upon termination of a suspension ... until the suspended lawyer receives written
confirmation of the termination of the suspension ... from the Law Society.

92 Although Mr. Kirichenko made efforts to contact Ms. Phillips to advise her that the applicant's
matter was not complete, he did not formally request a postponement of the suspension. He was told
that he could not represent anyone in court because he remained suspended. He was nevertheless of
the view that in the applicant's case, nothing was to be done other than to receive judgment and, in
the event of a conviction, the matter would be adjourned for sentencing on a date when his licence
to practice was reinstated.
93 After judgment was rendered, Mr. Kirichenko conferred with Crown counsel and agreed on a
date for sentencing at a point in time when the suspension was completed.
94

During his cross-examination, Mr. Kirichenko was asked:
Q.
A.
Q.
A.
Q.
A.
Q.
A.
Q.
A.
Q.
A.

When you appeared before Madam Justice Dunnet Right.
- on April 1 Right.
- did you indicate to Her Honour that you couldn't accept the judgment because
you were a suspended lawyer?
No, actually, because the - I couldn't accept - I couldn't what?
That you couldn't be before the Court to address it; you couldn't represent your
client properly that day or make any submissions because you were suspended?
Did you There weren't any submissions to be made that day. There was going to be a
judgment and it was going to go over. That was it. No submissions.
Did you recognize that there was a potential that the Crown Attorney might attempt to revoke her bail upon the finding of guilt?
Uh, no. Uh, I had been advised that he wouldn't do that, by him.
Okay, on So if you want to get down to it, Ms. [T.B.] caught a break there.
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Q.
A.
Q.
A.
Q.
A.
Q.

A.
Q.
A.

So you think just because Didn't she?
Because of the fact that you were suspended that the Crown Attorney didn't make
that request?
I don't know, but it didn't happen. He told me beforehand he wouldn't do it.
Did he tell you why he wouldn't do it?
Uh, because I'd have to get other counsel in here, and it would stop everything.
And because she'd come to court religiously, I wasn't that concerned about her
not coming to court. And I told Mr. Halfyard this.
Just so I'm clear, you had a conversation with the Crown where the Crown said
that, so as not to delay things and not to interrupt things, he wouldn't ask to have
the bail revoked? And from what I read in the transcript and what was conveyed
to Her Honour, the Crown Attorney indicated that because she had been found
not guilty of a particular count was the reason why he wasn't asking for the bail
to be pulled?
That very well may be, but, uh ... I'm saying, at the end of the day, it wasn't
asked, was it?
And you're saying you had a specific conversation where he said the reason why
he's doing this is to accommodate you?
No, he said, "If - if - if it comes down to she's convicted, whatever, um, if I have
to - if I ask for her bail to be revoked, you're going to have to get another lawyer." I said, "I know, and I'll have to instruct them," so we played it by ear. And
then we agreed on the Pre-Sentence Report, which I needed, um, and that was it
...
...

A.

And that morning, I remember feeling like I'm in no-man's land here, what do I
do? And I wasn't going to disappoint Ms. [T.B.], who's been waiting and waiting
for this judgment, and, uh, I thought, okay, how are we going to slice this in half,
here? I can't appear gowned. Uh, I don't want to stop the judgment. I know Her
Honour's been working on it. It was adjourned a week. Uh, what do you do?
So I - okay, I'll appear ungowned. We'll get the judgment, at least, because
everyone's waiting for this judgment.

95 In my view, whether or not Mr. Kirichenko should have advised the applicant before her trial
began about his forthcoming suspension, he had a duty to advise her before the date of judgment
that he was under suspension and to provide her with the opportunity to obtain legal representation.
Mr. Kirichenko's failure to inform the applicant of his suspension left her effectively unrepresented
at this crucial moment. He breached his duty of candour to his client.
96 In addition, Mr. Kirichenko failed to inform the Court that he was not, on the day of judgment,
entitled to practice law. He sat in the body of the Court, told the applicant that he had forgotten his
robes, and permitted the Court to believe the same. For an officer of the Court, albeit a suspended
one, this is unacceptable conduct.
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97 Moreover, at the time of judgment, Crown counsel was aware that Mr. Kirichenko was suspended and he too failed to inform the Court that the applicant was not represented. Had an unforeseen issue arisen at that time, the applicant would have been left to her own devices. It seems trite to
point out that Crown counsel are quasi-judicial officers and must be beyond reproach in their dealings with the Court. In the instant case, Crown counsel's silence misled the Court into believing that
the applicant was represented by counsel.
98 While Mr. Kirichenko breached his duty of candour, it remains to be determined whether this
breach undermined the fairness of the trial or the decision-making process. The applicant claims
that she would have obtained different representation had she known of Mr. Kirichenko's impending
suspension. At the very least, had the Court been informed, inquiries would have made to ensure
that the applicant had made an informed decision to hear her verdict as a self- represented litigant.
99 Our Court of Appeal has repeatedly stated that mistrials should only be granted in the clearest
of cases, and only where the impugned conduct undermines trial fairness or the decision-making
process. This same test applies both before and after judgment is rendered. As was recently stated in
R. v. Arabia, 2008 ONCA 565, at paras. 51-52:
Trial judges are more likely to encounter mistrial applications before, rather than
after verdict or judgment, and when sitting with a jury, rather than in judge alone
trials. The underlying circumstances that ground mistrial applications prior to
verdict are myriad, but often involve the introduction of inadmissible evidence or
the intrusion of some trial or related event that puts trial fairness at risk or compromises the integrity of the decision-making process.
While there may be some uncertainty about the precise standard a judge is to apply in determining whether to declare a mistrial before verdict or judgment, it is
well-settled that the authority to declare a mistrial should only be exercised in the
clearest of cases. R. v. R.(A.J.). (1994), 94 C.C.C. (3d) 168 (Ont. C.A.) at 174; R.
v. Paterson (1998), 122 C.C.C. (3d) 254 (B.C.C.A.) at paras. 93-98. There
seems no reason in principle to apply any less rigorous standard to applications
for the same remedy made after verdict or judgment.
100 Similarly, in R. v. T. (L.A.) (1993), 14 O.R. (3d) 378 (C.A.) at para. 8, the Court of Appeal
phrased that question as: "Did [the breach] ... create such a prejudice that it cannot be said with certainty that the accused received a fair trial?"
101 In R. v. Harrer, [1995] 3 S.C.R. 562 at para. 45, the Supreme Court discussed the fair trial
rights of the accused and stated:
At base, a fair trial is a trial that appears fair, both from the perspective of the accused and the perspective of the community. A fair trial must not be confused
with the most advantageous trial possible from the accused's point of view: R. v.
Lyons, [1987] 2 S.C.R. 309, at p. 362, per La Forest J. Nor must it be conflated
with the perfect trial; in the real world, perfection is seldom attained. A fair trial
is one which satisfies the public interest in getting at the truth, while preserving
basic procedural fairness to the accused.
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102 I find helpful the discussion on miscarriages of justice in R. v. Khan, [2001] 3 S.C.R. 823 at
paras. 69 and 72, where the Supreme Court of Canada stated:
When should an irregularity which occurred during a trial be said to constitute a
"miscarriage of justice" as understood by s. 686(1)(a)(iii)? The essential question
in that regard is whether the irregularity was severe enough to render the trial unfair or to create the appearance of unfairness. Contrary to the analysis under s.
686(1)(b), the emphasis here is not so much on the final verdict and the overall
strength of the evidence against the accused, but rather on the gravity of the irregularity [page858] and the effect it may have had on the fairness of the trial.
...
This being said, the other types of irregularities require that the whole of the circumstances of each case be carefully weighed in determining whether the trial
has been rendered unfair in reality or in appearance. In so doing, the court of appeal must bear in mind that the accused is not entitled to a perfect trial. He is entitled to a fair trial, but it is inevitable that minor irregularities will occur from
[page859] time to time. The trial cannot be held to a standard of perfection, provided it remains fair in reality and in appearance. See R. v. Find, [2001] 1 S.C.R.
863, 2001 SCC 32, at para. 28; R. v. Carosella, [1997] 1 S.C.R. 80, at para. 74;
R. v. G. (S.G.), [1997] 2 S.C.R. 716, at para. 101; R. v. Harrer, [1995] 3 S.C.R.
562, at para. 45.
103 In Khan, the jury was provided with transcripts that included issues discussed in the absence
of the jury that were previously ruled inadmissible. The transcripts indicated that the accused may
have confessed to the crime; yet, the Supreme Court upheld the trial judge's decision to issue a
warning to the jurors, rather than order a mistrial.
104 Thus, public confidence in the administration of criminal justice rests on the rule of law and
the fundamental fairness of the trial process. It requires not only the avoidance of professional impropriety, but also the avoidance of any appearance of impropriety: R. v. Robillard (1986), 28
C.C.C. (3d) 22 at pp. 27-28 (Ont. C.A.).
105 Based on this caselaw, I conclude that a mistrial should be granted where the breach complained of materially affects the fairness of the trial or the decision-making process. On the facts
before me, I am unable to conclude that Mr. Kirichenko's failure to inform his client of his impending suspension or his failure to inform her that he was under suspension on the date of judgment
affected either of these facets of the trial. In this regard, the only basis upon which I could grant a
mistrial would be pure speculation: that the applicant, with the benefit of hindsight, may have considered other representation.
106 In my view, Mr. Kirichenko's breach of his duty of candour had no effect on either the conduct of the trial or on the applicant's decision to re-elect trial by judge alone. I have found no evidence that there was a conflict of interest between the applicant and her lawyer: Mr. Kirichenko was
under no time constraint to complete the trial before his suspension began. The Law Society agreed
that the period for suspension could be altered or extended as the trial unfolded. Furthermore, the
fact that the applicant was effectively unrepresented at the date of judgment, while a breach of Mr.
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Kirichenko's duty to his client, cannot impugn trial fairness or the decision-making process. Simply
put, the decision in the case had already been made. Moreover, I am convinced that a member of the
public, reasonably informed of the facts of this case, would not perceive that the trial of the applicant was unfair.
107 While it is regrettable and inappropriate that on the day judgment was rendered, Crown
counsel did not bring to the Court's attention his knowledge of Mr. Kirichenko's suspended status, I
conclude that the integrity of the trial and the verdict were not affected thereby.
108 Accordingly, Mr. Kirichenko should have informed his client before the trial of his upcoming suspension. On the day of judgment, he had a duty to inform her before the judgment was handed down that his licence to practice law was then under suspension. I find, however, that the breach
of his duty of candour did not affect the fairness of the trial or compromise the integrity of the decision-making process. In my view, this is not one of the clearest of cases where a mistrial should be
granted.
CONCLUSION
109 I have found that Mr. Kirichenko did not breach his duty of loyalty or his commitment to his
client's cause. He made a reasoned and tactical decision not to cross-examine Dr. Koren and Dr.
Mian on collateral issues. I accept Mr. Kirichenko's evidence relating to events that led to the applicant's decision to re-elect trial by judge alone and to not testify. Mr. Kirichenko did not have a conflict of interest with his client due to time constraints caused by his suspension. No such time constraints existed. Whether or not Mr. Kirichenko should have informed his client before her trial began of his impending suspension, he breached his duty of candour to his client by failing to inform
her before judgment was rendered that he was suspended from practicing law. However, his conduct in that regard did not affect the fairness of the trial or the integrity of the decision-making process.
DISPOSITION
110

The application for a mistrial is dismissed.

T.M. DUNNET J.
cp/ci/e/qllxr/qljxr/qljxh/qlaxw
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tainable -- Fresh toxicology evidence successfully challenged methodology related to taking and
analysis of hair sample from victim and validity of results given at trial -- Order for new trial
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gave substantial amounts of cocaine to her son in some form or another. The trial judge further
found that the son's collapse from seizure-like symptoms was due to cocaine. The accused was convicted of additional offences related to the victim's fractures. The accused appealed the convictions
related to the ingestion of cocaine. She adduced fresh evidence of a toxicologist challenging the
methodology related to the taking and analysis of the hair sample from the victim, and the validity
of the results given at trial.
HELD: Appeal allowed. The proposed fresh evidence was sufficiently credible to be admitted and
could reasonably be expected to have affected the verdict on the two counts relating to the administration of cocaine. No evidence was adduced at trial to challenge the methodology used by the
Crown's expert. The trial judge made her decision unaware of the genuine controversy among the
experts about the use of the testing methods relied upon by the Crown. The fresh evidence rendered
the convictions for aggravated assault and administration of a noxious substance unsustainable. An
order for a new trial was stayed. A new trial was not in the interest of justice, as the accused remained convicted of the offences related to the fracture and had already served her sentence.
Statutes, Regulations and Rules Cited:
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1 THE COURT (orally):-- Tamara Broomfield appeals convictions of assault causing bodily
harm, aggravated assault, failing to provide the necessaries of life and administering a noxious substance. Each count and conviction relates to her conduct towards her son who was about two years
of age at the time of the relevant events. Ms. Broomfield has served the sentences imposed for the
convictions.
THE BACKGROUND FACTS
2 The circumstances that underpin the counts of which Ms. Broomfield has been convicted fall
within narrow compass and can be summarized briefly.
The Fracture Counts
3 One count of aggravated assault and the count of failure to provide the necessaries of life relate
to various fractures Ms. Broomfield caused to her son's wrist and ribs. X-rays confirmed that her
son's wrist had been fractured not once but twice. He had suffered a total of eight fractured ribs, including two ribs that had been fractured twice.
4 The conviction of failure to provide the necessaries of life was entered because Ms. Broomfield
failed to obtain medical care for her son's broken wrist. The charge of aggravated assault, which resulted in a conviction of assault causing bodily harm, relates to the multiple rib fractures she caused
her son over a 14-month period.
The Cocaine Counts
5 The remaining convictions of aggravated assault and administering a noxious substance (counts
four and six) have a common origin -- the finding of cocaine or its metabolite (BZE) in her son's
blood and urine.
6 At trial, Crown counsel adduced expert evidence about long-term cocaine ingestion from a
pharmacologist/toxicologist and a technician in the Motherisk Program at the Hospital for Sick
Children. A sample of the victim's hair revealed high concentrations of cocaine and its metabolite,
BZE, and led the expert to conclude that the victim must have ingested substantial amounts of cocaine throughout the 14-month period described in the indictment.
7 A live controversy at trial was whether the victim exhibited any behavioural signs consistent
with chronic exposure to significant amounts of cocaine over the 14-month period.
8 The trial judge concluded that Ms. Broomfield had been giving cocaine to her son, in some
form or other and in substantial amounts, for 14 months prior to his collapse on July 31, 2005 when
he was rushed to the hospital. The trial judge concluded further that Ms. Broomfield gave her son
cocaine on July 31, 2005 that resulted in his collapse and seizure-like symptoms.
THE APPELLATE PROCCEEDINGS
9 Ms. Broomfield appeals her convictions. She has abandoned her appeal from the convictions
arising out of the several fractures she caused her son but pursues her appeal from the convictions
based on the ingestion of cocaine. In aid of the appeals she pursues, Ms. Broomfield tenders the evidence of a toxicologist who:
i.

challenges the methods used to collect and prepare the hair sample on
which the Crown expert relied in support of his opinion at trial;
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ii.

criticizes the methodology used in the analysis of the sample; and

iii.

questions the validity of the results as given in evidence at trial.

The Admissibility of the Fresh Evidence
10 Counsel agree that the proposed fresh evidence -- two reports of Dr. Craig Chatterton, the
Deputy Chief Toxicologist in the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner in Edmonton, Alberta -should be received as fresh evidence under s. 683 of the Criminal Code because it is in the interests
of justice to do so.
11

We agree.

12 We are satisfied that due diligence is not a factor that should weigh against the reception of
the proposed evidence in this case. The evidence is relevant to a potentially decisive issue on the
counts grounded on the administration of cocaine. The evidence is sufficiently credible to be admitted and could reasonably be expected to have affected the verdict on the two counts relating to the
administration of cocaine. No evidence was adduced at trial to challenge the methodology used by
the Crown's expert. The trial judge made her decision unaware of the genuine controversy among
the experts about the use of the testing methods relied upon by the Crown expert at trial to found a
conclusion of chronic cocaine ingestion, thus, its administration by Ms. Broomfield.
The Effect of the Admission of the Fresh Evidence
13 We also agree with the joint submission of counsel about the effect of the admission of the
fresh evidence on the sustainability of the convictions of the cocaine administration counts. The
conviction on count six -- administering cocaine over a 14-month period -- cannot be sustained.
Further, the conviction of aggravated assault by administering cocaine to the victim on July 31,
2005 thereby endangering his life, was founded, in part at least, on the finding that Ms. Broomfield
had been administering cocaine to her son over the previous 14 months.
14

It follows, in our view that the conviction on count four cannot stand.

CONCLUSION
15 In the usual course, admission of the fresh evidence would warrant quashing the conviction on
counts four and six and ordering a new trial on those counts so that the competing expert opinions
could play out before a trier of fact. But in this case, Crown counsel, in the best traditions of his office, invites us to stay the order for a new trial on the cocaine administration counts. He says, and
we agree, that it is not in the interests of justice to proceed to a new trial on those counts because:
i.

the appellant has already served the equivalent of a 49-month sentence,
more than double the sentence she was ordered to serve for the fracturerelated counts; and

ii.

the appellant remains convicted of the fracture-related counts because she
has abandoned her appeal from those convictions.
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16 In the result, the appeal from the convictions on counts one (assault causing bodily harm) and
three (failure to provide necessaries) is dismissed as abandoned. The fresh evidence is admitted in
connection with the appeal from the convictions on counts four and six, the convictions on those
counts are quashed, and a new trial is ordered. The order for a new trial is stayed.
E.A. CRONK J.A.
R.A. BLAIR J.A.
D. WATT J.A.
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somple. The findings were reporled by the Director of Motherisk Loborotory ond
interpretotion wos provided by Dr KOREN, Mr GARERI (Assisiont Director, Motherisk

;

Loborotory) ond Ms KARASKOV (Monoger, Motherisk Loborotory), who stoted thot Mollque
'15
months.
hod ingesied substoniiol quontities of cocoine over the course of the previous

Anolyses cloimed

;
:

Moiherisk Loborotory Hoir Anolysis Resulis (Report August 12,2AO5: Reference 9223)

n
;

H

I

-i{

The halr sample wos collecled on Augusl 9, 2005.

H
H
H
;
;

Signo'lure:
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10i Z5)
Moiherisk Loborotory Hoir Anoiysis Results (Repori December 20,2005: Reference

75

0-l cm

7.56

1.90

l-2cm

6.22

4.40

2-3cm

I 1.56

I 1.45

3-4cm

25.43

16.41

4-5cm

l7.Bl

1

5-6cm

62.O4

24.27

6-7cm

7

5.88

35.99

7-8cm

44.31

34.56

8-9cm

52.85

32.06

9-l Ocm

22.64

20.36

l0-l lcm

28.14

14.30

l-12cm

31.89

11

3cm

30.80

14.30

1.45

4.65

7.66

4.16

I
;

t
I
t

I

I 2-1
I

3-l 4cm

I 4-1

x

5cm

1

The hak somple wos

1.95

.46

collecled on Augusl 9, 2005.

;

II

t;F

Ms BROOMFIELD wos convicted of oggrovo'ted ossoult snd odministering o noxious subsionce

bosed on these findings. She wos convicted of oddiiionol offences reloted to other
ollegotions of obuse.

T
!s

I
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I hove been osked to review ihe dotc ond Provide my opinion on ihe reliobiliiy of the hoir
onolysis.

THE CHOICE OF ANAIYSIS USED IN THIS CASE

Anolyticol strotegies in forensic toxicology, os well os odjocent disciplines, utilise o voriety of
procedures, including screening procedures for well-defined subgroups (e.g., drugs of obuse)
to be followed by o further process which will provide specific confirmotion ond
quontificotion of individuol compounds.

Drug in hoir onolysis is on importont component of modern forensic science. The hoir motrix
offers o number of findings thoi ore not given by other moirices, e.g., orol fluid, urine ond

blood which con be used io demonstrote only recent drug use; recent being defined os o
number of hours or doys prior to somple collection. The wide ronge of deiection ovoiloble
through the hoir motrix, the eose of somple collection ond storoge, the stobility of the
onolytes of ombient temperoture ond ihe presence of multiple metobolites for some drugs
provide ond clorify interpretotion of results over extended time periods.

There ore iwo primory roles (or opplicoiions) for drugs in hoir onolysis:

l.

Screening procedures ore ovoiloble ihot disfinguish, on CI presumptive bosis, between
negotive (non-users) ond positive (users) populotions, including individuols who moy
hove been indirectly exposed io drugs'
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festing f or drug use by employees ond oppliconfs f or employment js o comm on proctice in
the USA, where corporalions often model their drug progroms ofler the federol Drug Free
Workploce programs (Levine, 2006).

2.

Forenslc procedures ore ovoiloble which unequivocolly identify ond quontify {where
necessory) the drug (or drugs) which hove been consumed, knowingly or otherwise by
on individuol.

occepted os o powerful evideniiol tool in mony
criminol coses in ihe lost decode. For exomple, mojor police investigoiions in the United
Kingdom involving Dr Horold Shipmon, Shonnon Moithews ond John Worboys utilised drugs in
hoir onolysis to help prove.drug odministrotion to, ond/or ingestion by the victim(s) of
Drugs in hoir onolysis hos been utilised ond

homicide, obduction ond sexuol ossoult respectively.
i

The circumstonces of Ms BROOMFIELD's cose, in my opinion, required the use of

o 'forensic'

onolyticol invesiigoiion os opposed to the less robust preliminory screening methodology thot

wos uiilised by Motherisk in order to deiermine whether Molique hod ingesied cocoine
before July 31, 2005 ond, if so, for whot extended time period. Motherisk Loborotory used the
screening technique of Rodioimmunoossoy (RlA) in Molique's cose. This onolyticol technique
is designed to be used only os o form of preliminory screening. ln this regord, the following
informotion

I

is

token from ihe monufociurer's insiruciions on ihe kit used by Motherisk:
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The tmmunolysis Cocoine/Cocoine Melabolite Direcl RIA Kif is inlended for delection and

semi-quonlitotion

of benzoylecAonine ond cocoine. The lmmunolysis

Cocoine/Cocoine

o preliminory anolytical fesf resulf . A more specific
alternate chemicdl melhod musl be used in order to oblain s confirmed analyticol resulf.

melobolile Direcl RrA Kit provides only

Gos chromatogrophy/mass speclrometry (GC-MS) is fhe prefened confirmolory melhod.

The Society of Hoir Tesiing guidelines support the monufocturer's instructions by sioiing thoi,

'All presumplive posifive immunoossoy screening fesfs musf be confirmed using ct mote
specific |esl'for lhe lorget onalyles, e.9., moss spectromefry.'

Motherisk's conclusions were bosed exclusively on the Rodioimmunossoy technique.

l
l

I

Specific Gos Chromotogrophy Moss Speciroscopy (GC-MS), iiqJiO Chromotogrophy Moss
Spectroscopy (LC-MS) or Liquid Chromotogrophy Tondem Moss Spectroscopy (LC-MS/MS)

ond cocoethylene ore
the forensic processes used to unequivocolly identify ond quontify the drug (or drugs)
consumed by o person. These methods of onolysis were not used in Molique's cose. ln my
onolysis for cocoine, benzoylecgonine, norcocoine, methylecgonine

i,l
i

il,

opinion they should hove been ond occordingly, Motherisk's conclusions ore not relioble.

i[,
i

'll
1

s

Signoture:
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Before onolysing

o forensic somple

using GC-MS, LC-MS or LC-MS/MS, the gos (or liquid)
methodology is fully colibroted with 5 or 6 exiernol'

chromotogrophy moss spectroscopy
incrude on internol stondord,
motrix-motched coribroting stondords. The system shourd olso
lo exclude
quolity control stondords ond blonk extrociions to verify extroction efficiency,

coniominoiionond/orcorry-overbetweenonolysesondtoconfirmtheprecisionond
robusi methodology when
occurocy of the results obtoined. This is o for superior ond more
techniques'
compored with presumptive, non-specific, semi-quontitotive immunoossoy

the results of the non-specific.
Dr KOREN, Mr GARERT ond Ms KARASKOV depended eniirely on
semi-quontitotive immunoossoy meihodology'

ln my opinion, cocoine ond..benzoylecgonine connot be unequivocolly identified

using

highlight onolyticol ond
immunoossoy techniques. ln foct, the monufocturer's instruciions
,rhere is o possibitify lhal.ofher subsfonces and/or
interpretotion limitotions, stoting ihot
folse resulls e.g., Iechnical or
foclors nof lisfed dbove may inlertere wilh lhe fesl ond couse
procedurol efiorc,'

connot be
For the some reosons, occuroie quontitotive doto concerning ihese drugs
unreloted io
obtoined by immunoossoy becouse of the poten'liol for compounds, which ore
bosed on
cocoine ond benzoylecgonine, contributing io the mognitude of o positive resull'
their cross-reoctivity.

Signoture:
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immediote concerns becouse
The onolyiicol results presenied by Moiherisk Loborotory roise
high' They
reporied concenirotions of cocoine ond benzoylecgonine ore exiroordinorily
the

I

t
I
I
I
I
!
r

thon ihe results thot
ore so high thot ihey coll into question iheir volidity. They ore higher
would be expecied for on oduli cocoine (or crock) oddict.

of cocoine below 4nglmg ore
For guidonce, reseorch hos suggested thot concentroiions
use up to 0-3 groms of
suggestive of occosionol or low-dose obuse for users who typicolly
of moderote drug
cocoine per doy; concentrotions in the ronge 4 to ZQnglmg ore suggestive
per doy (Pepin ond Goillord'
obuse for users who typicolly use in excess of I grom of the drug
19e7).

thot, 'fhese ore very
Tolking of Motherisk's results in Molique's cose, Mr GARERI himself"stoied
'.....fhis child's /owest resu/f
unusuo/ resulis for o small child to hove.'..'. He further stoted thof
cocoine users fhof we
in ony of lhe time penods wos still greoter thon 50 percent of fhe adutt
test in our loborotory......'

n

g
T

I

Signoture:
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Nine of the fifteen sections of Molique's hoir onolysed reporl'edly contoined cocoine oi o
concentrotion in excess of 2Ong/mg; four of these sections reportedly contoined cocoine ot

o

concenirotion

in

excess

of 4Ong/mg. I hove never encountered cocoine (or BZE)

concentrotions of this mogniiude in o child's hoir. ln my experience. cocoine concenirotions
of the mognitude reported in this cose ore encounfered, olbeil rorely, in the hoir of crock

cocoine oddicts who use/obuse the drug

in very high doses.

As o forensic ioxicologist, it is outside my field of expertise to offer specific comments on how

o child who regulorly used cocoine in the quontiiies suggested by Motherisk's

results moy

oppeor io ihird porty observers, or how such observers would identify the chorocterisiic signs
ossocioted wiih regulor cocoine use/obuse. Whilst the oforemenfioned drug concentroiion
ronges refer io odult subjecis, it is difficull to comprehend how o child of just over 2 yeors of
oge could, over o period

of

.severol

months, ingest (knowingly or otherwise) such omounts of

cocoine without suffering repeoied ond obvious outword effecis ond likely deo1h.

Mr GARERI stoied, '/n ferms of looking of fhis os on anolyticol toxicologist given lhis lo
inf erpref , I soy fhof lhere is in this sif ualion is exfreme ly high nsk of deafh in fhis child due to the
potency of the drvg in question ond fhe exfremely high levelof exposure.'

Signoture:
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thot the results reporied
ln considering this stoiement of Mr GARERI, it should be borne in mind

by Motherisk on which Mr

GARERI is commeniing

did not include the cocoine ollegedly

consumed by Motique on July 31, 2005 (see below)'

thoi '...it depends upon the quotity of the core giving. A child may not
not
show much. A child moy not do tao well, moy not eot wel!, may eol well ond moy
testified thot
undersfond wey ond moy not cotch up with mi/estones...' Dr KoREN further
,...there,s o /of of evidence thot o lot of kids exposed to cocoine nol showing overt signs such
Dr KOREN testified

os seizures ond so on,

but

stil!

occumulolive domage''

would expect thot the quontities in this cose, if they ore occuroie, overwhelm Dr KoREN's
cloims. You moy wish to consul't o child psychiotrist in this regord.
I

THE QUANTITY/WEIGHT OF HAIR TESTED

hoir
Although it is not entirely cleor, Ms KARASKov seemed to testify thot 2 milligroms (2mg) of
wos used during the first onolysis ond 2-4mg of hoir wos used in the second onolysis. ln my

follhe presence of drugs is typicolly undertoken on somples
weighing between 25 ond 50mg. The Society of Hoir Testing guidelines stote thot, 'Hoir
somples thol hove been woshed ond died should be cul inlo smo/ler pieces or milled to o
experience, forensic hoir onolysis

powder, ond lhen typicolly tO-50mg of hoir occurotely weighed pnor f o ono/ysis.'

Signoture:
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quoniity to be used for onolysis. Firstly it is
ln my opinion 2-4mg of hoir somple is too smoll o
of hoir. secondly, the likelihood of
very dpficurt to occurotery weigh out such o smoil omount
greotly increosed with such o smoll
inoccurocy resuliing in poor precision of iest results is
somple volume; the morgin for error becomes very significont'

hoir stote thot the potentiol role of
The Society of Holr Testing guidelines for drug tesiing in
testing findings' The
exiernol contominoiion must be considered when inierpreting hoir
purposes. First, woshings remove hoir
woshing of hoir somples prior to onolysis hos two moin
with the onolysis or
core products, sweot, sebum or other surfoce moteriol thot moy interfere

coniominotion
thot moy reduce extroction recovery. second, it removes potentiol externol
of drugs from the environment.

by, for
It should hove been determined whether Molique's hoir sompt* wos contominoted
wos vomiting
exomple, vomit. I understond (from the medicol records) thot Molique
contoct
frequenfly, likely os o result of very recently hoving ingested cocoine. Direct
in
between cocoine-contominoted gostric conlenis ond o hoir somple will likely result
ond
externol contominotion which could offer on explonotion for the presence of cocoine
quoniiiies' ln
benzoylecgonine olong the hoir shoft, ond could occounf for the mossive
oddition, Molique, hoving recently consumed cocoine, wos opporently sweoting profusely
(occording io ihe evidence) ond this could olso hove significontly offected the results'
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somple could
Additionolly, the presence of cocoine ond benzoylecgonine in Molique's hoir
perhops os o
be os o result of the hoir coming into direct contoci with o cocoine substonce,
smoke produced
result of poor housekeeping ondior os o result of direct contoct with the
during drug use.

wos woshed which is
There is no record in the loborotory moteriol thot Molique's hoir somple
on this motter is
something thot I would hove expected if it hod been. Dr KoREN's testimony
'l'll hove
confusing. When iniiiolly osked if ihe hoir wos woshed in this cose, Dr KoREN stoted,
Dr
to check. yeah, in this cose the hoir wos woshed, sir.' However, during cross-exominotion,

oble to Confirm whether the hoir somple in this cose wos woshed; he wos not
the
sble to produce documentotion, i.e., on originol record, which would hove confirmed if
we
somple hod been woshed. Dr KOREN olso sioted ihot, '...if we do o test on o child
KOREN wos not

generally do not wosh becouse ony expos ure of

o

child (to cocoinei is o ploce the child

should not be un/ike an odvlt.'

ln relotion to whether the hoir somple wos woshed, Mr GARERI wos osked of the preliminory
heoring, 'Did you wosh off his hoir?' Mr GARERI replied, 'l don'f be/ieve so bosed on these
resu/fs, bul

I don,t know whether or not we did o secondo ry

Ms KARASKOV

Sionoru.e'

anatysis with

a woshed somple.'

mode no mention of woshing Molique's hoir somple.
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I
l

I

I
I

I

the woshings for the
the hoir sompre wos woshed, it wourd be importont to hove onolysed
cocoine ond/or
presence of cocoine ond/or benzoylecgonine' The obsence of
demonstrote thot no 'surfoce drug'
benzoylecgonine in the woshings of o hoir somple would
ihe presence of cocoine
wos present on the somple on the doy of iis collection; conversely,
thot the hoir somple hod
ond/or benzoylecgonine in ihe woshings would support ihe view
of some point
been directly exposed to, or in contoct with, cocoine ond/or benzoylecgonine

rf

prior to collection.

T

T

produced by the body) in hoir con' ln
The presence of metoboliies (breokdown producis
possed through the body, i'e', their
some insionces, be used to demonstrote thot o drug hos

T

presence demonsirotes octive drug use'

I
t

Firsfly, in

;
H'

il

proof of the presence of
Molique's cose, the immunoossoy results ore not sotisfocfOry
cocoine in the hoir or in the quontiiies cloimed for the reosons olreody exploined'

it connot be
lgnodng this coveot ond occepting the immunoossoy resulis of foce volue'
drug exposure
determined whether the positive results ore due to octive drug use ond/or
The results
becouse benzoylecgonine con be formed by spontoneous hydrolysis'of cocoine'
use
of the hoir strond irnmunoossoy onolysis could therefore be due either to oc'iive cocoine
or ihe result of exposure to the drug through possive inholotion, or conioc'l, or both'

n
t:,

I
:

k

Signoiure:
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ln his iestimony Dr KOREN suggesied oiherwise when he stoied thoi 'You need fhe body to

H

produce the metabolite.' Mr GARERI mode the some clqim when he stoted thot
benzoylecgonine 'is unique/y presenl when an individuol hos used cocoine. So, for example,
sorne individuo/s who ore around people who smoke a lot of crack moy be posiiive in their
hoir for cocoine, but negotive for benzoylecgonine, so lhe presence of benzoylecgonine
confirms lhoi expos ure in on odult is due lo use of cocoine ifse/f. With young children we can

H

J

sometimes find smoll omounfs of benzoylecAonine due to their higher roles of respirolion ond

lower body weight over which second-hond exposures ore spreod. So, they hove o higher
dose per kilo, theref ore very young children in o possive exposure situoiion moy hove q smoll

omounl of benzoylecgonine. Thot's speoking generolly.'

;
.

;

Dr KOREN ond Mr GARERI ore inconect. Benzoylecgonine con be formed 'in-situ' by
sponioneous hydrolysis of cocoine; cocoine con even degrode io benzoylecaonine ond/or

p.

ecgonine methyl ester during somple preporotion (Cordero

k,
1.,

possible

et ol,20l0). lt

is therefore

io detect both cocoine ond benzoylecgonine in the lioir of on individuol who

hos

not octively used cocoine.

t.

H

Cocoine ond benzoylecgonine ore olso present in the smoke produced during drug use.

H.

give onother exomple, which would not be opplicoble to Molique's cose, cocoine ond
benzoylecgonine con be possed to o child vio breosl milk, if the mother is on octive drug user

i"
i:.

i.

ond the child

H:

is

To

bresst-fed (Khorosch et ol, l?gl).

tl

:i

'Hydtotysis usuoiiy meons the rqplvre of chemrcol bonds by the oddifian of wof er, /n lhe confex/ in whtch il ls used in lhis reporl
is o slep in the degrodolton of o subslonce.

hydro/ysls

;

l
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Once in the body, cocoine

is

broken down io form benzoylecgonine (BZE), methylecgonine

cocoethylene (CE) is olso
{ME) ond norcocoine (NC); if token in combinotion with olcohol,

formed. The octive morkers for cocoine use ore norcocoine ond/or cocoethylene; the
presence of either of these compounds in o hoir somple demonstrotes octive drug use.
Rodioimmunoossy will not ideniify these compounds.

LTMITAIIONS ASSOCIATED WITH SAMPTE COLLECTION

Molique's hoir somple wos obtoined on August 9, 20A5. Following use/ingesiion, drugs ore
incorporoted into the hoir (from the rootJ by o voriety of mechonisms. The oreo of hoir
offected iokes o few doys io emerge obove the scolp to become ovoiloble in o cut sompleFor this reoson it is generolly recommended thot

o period of 28 doys be ollowed to elopse

before o somple is collected; this ensures thot oll relevont iimefromes for consumption ore
included in ihe somples.

The time period represented by onolysis of the hoir somple in this cose would not encomposs
July 31, 2OO5 when Molique wos rushed to hospiiol, Any drugs which moy hove been present

in his body of this time would not hove been present in o cut heod-hoir somple token on
August 9, 2005,

Signoture:
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lf the hoir somple hod been collected by 'pulling' or 'plucking', it would probobly hove
contoined root moteriol which could hove been onolysed to oscertoin whether it conioined
drugs relevont io ihe iime of this incideni. Alternotively o furlher hoir somple should hove
been ioken frorn Molique three or more weeks ofter his odmission to hospitol.

I understond thot presumptive tests of Molique's gostric ospirote ond urine reveoled the
presence of cocoine' I further undersiond thot Dr COX (otiending physicion)
hos sioied thot
blood ond spinol fluid tested positive for cocoine. I hove not seen the onolyticol doto
reloiing to these iests. Agoin, the presence of cocoine in Moliqueis body of the time of
qdmission to hospitol on July 3.l, 2005 would not hove resulted
in his hoir somple (collected on
Rugust ?, 2aoq festing positive for coccrine ond/or benzoylecgonine,

coNctustoN
9

It is noi possible io determine whether Molique BROOMFIEID hod ingested (or
been exposed
io) cocoine over on extended iime period, bosed on the resulis of the immunoossoy onolysis

conducted by Motherisk Loborotory.
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